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Reflection Essay 
 

“Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Being willing is not enough; we 

must do.” 

An inspiring quote  by Leonardo Da Vinci, a diversely talented man of 

"unquenchable curiosity" and "feverishly inventive imagination", an archetype 

Interdiscplinarian genius. Interdisciplinary studies is  a process of answering a 

question, solving a problem, or addressing a topic that is too broad or complex to 

be dealt with adequately by a single discipline or profession. It draws on 

disciplinary perspectives and integrates their insights through construction of a 

more comprehensive perspective. 

Interdisciplinary work relates to integration of application level knowledge in one 

or more disciplines with expert synthesis ability in at least one field.  Integration is 

a process by which ideas, data and information, methods, tools, concepts and 

theories from two or more disciplines are used for problem synthesis.  

Generally speaking interdisciplinary studies is a cognitive integration of outputs 

from each of the disciplines that enables creating  an integrated combined 

perspective of arriving to a solution to a complex problem. The required ability to 

perform synthesis of interdisciplinary work is more rigorous due to the fact that it 

requires ability to keep a world view from all disciplinarian perspectives while 

formulating a solution. Unlike traditional disciplines which has systematic codified 

learning methods, Interdisciplinary synthesis is an art of integration which 

requires conception insight, practical skill training of the involved disciplines. 
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The current real world problems are complex and their solution are synthesized 

based on diverse expert views from different focused disciplines. Thus 

Interdisciplinary studies can help students develop real world problem solving 

skills and multi-view thought process.  

The research process involves recognizing the comprehensive output(common 

turf) between the disciplines and analyzing the input factors within each discipline 

that contribute control over the integrated output.   

Interdisciplinary work involves  Bridge building i.e. construction of the integration 

to address a problem by developing a comprehensive understanding of the 

problem by crossing boundaries of disciplines. The boundary crossing fuels to 

breakdown the problem into component parts and see how they behave and 

relate to one another and create a remapping to synthesize a solution which is 

important strategy to analyze complex problems. 

In an article titled “Interdisciplinary Instruction”, Laura Duerr explains the 

importance of an interdisciplinary approach to the life of a student by stating, 

“With interdisciplinary instruction, students can become more involved in their 

learning and teachers can work toward eliminating discipline lines. Students can 

become independent, confident individuals who ‘learn how to learn’ and develop 

lifelong learning skills” (Duerr, 2008, p.177).  

An Interdiscplinarian develops a lifelong learning through self evaluation and 

enhancement by both teaching and learning.  Apart from the integration point of 

view Interdisciplinarians are gaining attraction to critical roles in business. Many 

experts agree that Interdisciplinary students develop higher critical thinking skills 
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than experts from focused disciplines. Therefore Interdisciplinary techniques lead 

to future  opportunity recognition and discovery and innovation.  

Many employers are on the lookout for individuals who have the capability to take 

up versatile roles and address complex problems. Interdisciplinary science and 

engineering students  develop a big picture strategy based thinking approach to 

problems. This is an enhancement to their problem drilling ability which helps 

them indentify  the core problem area from a disciplinarians view within a 

complex problem. Interdisciplinary study is a constant evolution of a individuals 

expert skills from one core discipline into a diverse disciplinary synthesis skills. 

Such skills are definitely the solution to critical areas in businesses,  therefore 

highly sought out by employers today. Interdisciplinary curricula is rigorous and 

takes collaborative team work of students and teachers to create, which appears 

to be complex challenge in itself, but in the end, the interdisciplinary approach 

inhibits many favored skills that are sought by future colleagues and employers. 

My motivation to pursue graduate education had been on my mind throughout 

my undergraduate education and the four years that I worked in the software 

industry. I had a goal of starting a venture in the software technology industry 

which is why entrepreneurship was one of my primary interests. 

The decision of a graduate Master of science in Interdisciplinary studies was 

driven by sheer motivation, curiosity of learning and continuous discovery of 

interests.  

The factor that strongly motivated me to make this choice was creation of a 

personal degree plan by choosing courses within my evolving interests. The 
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degree plan and choice of the disciplines was based on my self-evaluation of 

interests and weakness encountered through my previous work life.  

Texas Tech University Graduate school provided me with the opportunity to 

refocus and realign my interest and expand my skills and knowledge in the 

following disciplines: Software Engineering, Information Systems and 

Management-Entrepreneurship. I met Dr. Ralph Ferguson, a successful business 

person and leader, my advisor, professor who helped me to fine tune the degree 

plan and courses.  

This unique opportunity has helped baseline roots deeper into software 

engineering and developing strong understanding in business application and 

information systems. I have evolved as an entrepreneur by developing constant 

learning skills that would help me better recognize and discover opportunities 

and expand my skills in management-leadership.  

Software systems have evolved from desktop to internet based and currently into 

mobile applications with applications ranging from ecommerce to enterprises and 

constantly finding newer application in businesses and industries. 

With about 6 years of undergraduate education in computer technology and 

software and four plus years of software industry experience I had expert 

synthesis skills and knowledge in software programming, development and 

maintenance. Software engineering was my expert field amongst all the chosen 

disciplines for this masters degree. I am well versed in software practices and 

processes. Through the software engineering discipline i further enhanced my 

knowledge with courses such as  Software modeling and architecture, Software 
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project management and information retrieval. In spring 2013 semester under 

guidance of Dr. Susan Mengel from the computer science department I 

volunteered to complete a project for the Embedded Systems Security Group at 

the South west research institute. I led the team of four members to complete a 

web based security test management software which was presented to the  

Embedded Systems Security Group leader from Southwest research institute at 

the end of the semester. 

Schumpeter(1934) introduced the concept of "Everyone is entrepreneur, as it is 

the carrying out of new combinations constitutes the entrepreneur". Kurtako and 

Hodgetts (2001) define entrepreneurs as "individuals who recognizes the 

opportunities where others see chaos or confusion." I took courses like 

Leadership & ethics, Management and Organizations, Organizational Behavior 

which strongly enhanced my people and networking skills. Recognition and 

discovery course was the core of my acquired entrepreneurial skills.  Here the 

"Do-look-learn" model helped me establish a strong base on how to develop a 

raw idea , screen the idea, business opportunity recognition, business plan 

modeling and business financing skills. Further I took up courses in technology 

commercialization and marketing management  which helped me build real world 

ideas and network with real investors. The learning helped me integrate the 

entrepreneurial model used in technology and write a reflective paper that 

synthesizes a Software Venture creation process (included in this report).The 

paper captures the factors and considerations of software idea screening, 
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development of a business and financial model, and other market and industry 

factors and concerns to be considered in a software venture startup. 

Management Information systems handle the flow and maintenance of 

information that supports a business and provide information to support 

operations, management, and decision-making functions in an organization. 

Within Information systems as a discipline I attempted to explore the area of 

business process management, enterprise resource planning, IT Management 

and Strategic management. I took courses like Enterprise Resource Planning, IT 

for managers, managerial decision making and Strategy focused organization 

using balanced scorecards.  

Enterprise resource planning course broadened my knowledge of business 

processes and taught me how SAP-ERP information system is implemented 

throughout enterprise business. It also provided insight to challenges, 

considerations and other organizational/cultural factors that can influence 

success of information systems in organizations.  Professor Dr. Surya Yadav 

from Information systems department provided me with an opportunity to do an 

internship at the Texas tech Office of Planning and assessment. During the 

internship I developed web information system and further explored how 

information systems are applied in educational assessment and reporting. This 

not only helped me further expand my skills in SharePoint web platform but also 

provided me an insight of  the number of entrepreneurial opportunities that 

educational institutions hold for software and information systems. The Project I 

have included from my internship was the outreach and engagement inventory - 
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web based portal for the office of planning and assessment to collect data and 

report data for planning and assessment. This project was primarily included in 

this report to evaluate and demonstrate my expert software requirement 

elicitation, software design conception and implementation skills. 

With acquired knowledge of business processes in the discipline of Information 

systems and software venture startup in entrepreneurship I decided to integrate 

and write a research paper in the area of Strategic management of a Software 

company. The paper included in this report "Application of Strategy Maps & 

Balanced Scorecard" explores the framework of strategy maps and balanced 

scorecards (completed under the guidance of Professor Dr. Donald Jones). In 

this paper I have attempted to synthesize the areas of business processes within 

Software organizations and created a model strategy map for the software 

organization which inferences to why the value chain and value creation 

strategies are different from standard organizations. The paper also discusses 

how the strategy map is converted to measurable Key performance indicators in 

a balanced scorecard. 

Throughout my course work and assignments I have attempted to explore and 

review various books and concepts and integrate them through the projects and 

papers included in this report.  

Overall every course degree has already created a paved way in to the real world 

and has given me more opportunities to choose from. It has helped me create 

lifelong learning goals to constantly keep building my skills.  As I progress into 

graduating with my Masters degree, I am interviewing with potential future 
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employers. I have realized the importance that employers give you when I go 

about explaining my comprehensive degree , my achievements and goals. I am 

able to more confidently convince employers that I am the employee that is best 

fit to their organization. 

The choice of three disciplines have helped me develop an enhanced 

perspective of a entrepreneur constantly looking to discover newer opportunities 

and ideas,  of a business user to elicit  the information needs of business user 

and of a software professional to go about designing software to meet user 

needs. 

In conclusion, I am confident and ecstatic with my achievement and I strive to re-

enter the world equipped with skills to address newer challenges and ever 

importantly continue learning. 

 

 “Principles for the Development of a Complete Mind: Study the science of art. 

Study the art of science. Develop your senses- especially learn how to see. 

Realize that everything connects to everything else.” - Leonardo Da Vinci. 
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Entrepreneurship- Venture creation 
process in a Software business 

Technology, innovation and creativity are key ingredients for providing better 

products and services in the realm of software/technology businesses. As 

explained by Peter F. Drucker (1985) entrepreneurship occurs when resources 

are directed to progressive opportunities. Joseph Schumpeter (1934), one of the 

first writers, also defined entrepreneurship as a driver of innovation and 

introduction of new products or processes. Entrepreneurship is the process of 

discovering new ways of combining resources. When the market value generated 

by this new combination of resources is greater than the market value these 

resources can generate elsewhere individually or in some other combination, the 

entrepreneur makes a profit. [Cases in entrepreneurship, Morse & Mitchell (1)] 

 

In the last decade the software industry and it business applications have grown 

much more quickly particularly in the so-called new economy of information 

systems, ecommerce, social media and communication technologies that have a 

competitive advantage based on innovation. The Internet is now regarded as a 

powerful tool to overcome physical and managerial barriers to 

internationalization. Information technology can be applied to various functional 

areas and processes within the organization. Entrepreneurship in information 

technology is creating value from the one part or the entire business value chain 

of business processes by acquiring, sustaining and enhancing business 

competitiveness. 
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This paper put together and discusses the relevant published research to 

pinpoint relevant issues in each of the various stages in the entrepreneurship 

venture creation process in software business perspective. The following 

sections proposes an entrepreneurial paradigm to be used in a software 

technology startup and enables understanding of the venture creation process 

support factors in a software  or high tech business ventures. 

 

In everyday decision making, the amount of information is constantly increasing 

due to the digitalization and globalization of information. Information is of value; 

obtaining and processing it is costly while it can be obtained and distributed 

indefinitely at lower cost with no logistical problem over the electronic market. 

Information distributed over the internet has a wideband market while 

understanding that consumers do not consume information when they buy it. 

This dynamic environment has a large number of business opportunities 

available that can be tapped into by exploiting the information's physical 

asymmetries that exist between the suppliers and customers. 

 

Information technology value cannot be merely generated by the traditional 

concept of demand and supply but rather requires the venture to explore the 

need to generate value for the providers and buyers.  
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Following are the dimensions in software e-business that can potentially 

generate value or monetize the business - efficiency (improve efficiency by 

cutting transaction costs), complimentary (provide complimentary business 

capabilities to customer along with product or service), Lock-in (establishing trust 

customer relationship to improve repeated transactions), Novelty (continuous 

innovation of products and services). [Amit . R & Zott, 2001 (3)]  

 

Software companies typically sell both product and services to maintain a 

successful business. Software product companies generate revenues from new 

product sales i.e. software license fees. On the other end Software Service 

companies generate revenue from IT consulting, customer software 

development, integration, technical support and maintenance. Hybrid solution 

companies base their services and maintenance around their software product 

and get 80% revenue from these services (incremental software licenses, 

maintenance, and customization) by creating long term lock-in customers. It is 

known fact that as products grow older size of software increases and so  the 

maintenance costs. Companies therefore need both service based model and 

cost model to keep their product pipelines active. 

 

Software is developed rather than manufactured (Pressman 2005); and are 

easily distributable, sold and used globally. Software typically does not have high 

production costs and returns and are based on controlled operating costs 

(developers, engineer resources). Software though generally do not need ready-
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made components in their production but the need to integrate different 

software's to create custom customer solutions has created a need of specific 

software API's as a source of additional revenue for the product companies. 

 

Typical software/IT firm requires fewer financial resources to start their venture 

than venture startup costs from other sectors. Technology entrepreneurs not only 

need to see an business opportunity while choosing the right technology carefully 

but also have to assess the long term profitability by envisioning the evolution of 

the technology and their possibility of opening up of newer markets. 

 

For instance a new IT venture by a technology entrepreneur has 2 important 

considerations. (a) Most technology entrepreneurs are driven by self-realization 

and desire to put ideas into practice than entrepreneurs, their motivation is not 

entirely economic. (b) Technology entrepreneurs not only require to have 

managerial capacity but also need to possess technical competency to create the 

business in the technology sector. The influencing factor that leads to the 

decision of recognizing venture in software or Information technology sector is 

the complexity and dynamism of circumstances that lead to opportunities for 

specific software or IT products. It is also important to note here that the software 

technology entrepreneurs are motivated to start out and put their innovative ideas 

collected or recognized from their past technical experience in the technical field. 

The above is also true in case of Intraprenuership that involves 
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promoting/introducing a new product or product line or service from within an 

existing software firm. 

 

The creation stage of entrepreneurship process begins with identifying a 

business opportunity in the market or environment. A detailed business plan 

detailing all information relevant to the idea, product or service also included 

should be an economic-financial analysis with projected earnings and profits for 

the first few years in the life of the firm. The Screening of venture involve the 

preliminary assessment of the identified or discovered opportunity by evaluating 

whether the recognized venture opportunity which actually satisfies the unmet 

needs(in the market) or develop more possibilities on that can add value to the 

venture. Before a business plan is compiled, the screening is performed by 

reviewing the extended executive summary which contains the venture ideas and 

details. 

 

A venture screening process:  The New venture Template is a venture analysis 

evaluation tool that uses a set of venture assessment questions derived from six 

fundamental known causes of venture failures that can be used to asses and 

enhance venture potential prior to any investment made in the venture.[Venture 

Analysis Standard 2000 Workbook, Ronald K. Mitchell (5)] .The NVT Analysis is 

performed by evaluating each of the below mentioned The approach to 

systematically analyze each of the  six Fundamental causes of failure. 
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Innovation: This question helps identify the potential of generating “value" in one 

of the e-business dimensions mentioned previously in this text. 

 

Value - Value to a venture is implied by if it produces a benefit for both the target 

customer and for the company. Here the product needs to have a net buyer 

benefit and sufficient margins to be profitable. 

 

Persistence - It is the potential of venture to last over time based on the 

entrepreneurial discovery is repetitive, long term and resources are sufficient. 

Software business is governed by the selection of technology choice for the 

software. The timing and age of the technology is key to recognizing how the 

technology can be constantly used to drive innovation to satisfy constantly 

changing customer needs and emerging software concepts 

 

Scarcity - It is the ability to preserve the identified market imperfection by keeping 

a check on the competitors in the market place. Protection for intellectual capital 

is built into the legal structure of modern market economies, as patent, copyright, 

trademark and so on. Software is easily copied so these protections are 

necessary to prevent theft. 

Also protecting Intellectual property by designing contract for employees and 

developers that work for the organization can enable legal protection. 
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Appropriability & Flexibility - It is control and appropriation of created value 

And the absorbing capacity of the business to flexibly manage and sustain 

unplanned events. [Venture Analysis Standard 2000 Workbook, Ronald K. 

Mitchell (5)] 

Specifically appropriation keeps a check on the following: 

Is there no slack? - Slack is a result of suppliers and customer shrink size of the 

ventures pie through mismanagement of labor costs, mistake in order etc. 

Is there no hold-up? It is caused as a result of small numbers bargaining from 

customers or distributors. 

Specifically flexibility raises questions and gaps within the business model in the 

following aspects: 

Is Uncertainty minimized? - It is the known possibilities of occurrence of some 

unplanned events that could occur. Uncertainty is minimized if business has 

developed contingency, risk, quality assurance plans to counter them. 

 Is ambiguity reduced? - It is uncertain events that are unknown that cannot be 

controlled. The ambiguity is reduced if business has planned-preparedness 

adaptability and alliances to handle the operations directly relating to the venture. 

From software ventures point of view is to investigate the market for the concept 

or idea and an in-depth investigation of the industry, existing intellectual property 

/ standards and customer needs. Such an evaluation and report should be 

continuously evaluated to plan for potential slacks and hold-up to the ventures 

success. 
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Core Competency (Can you do it?) - It is the venturing team's (Operation 

specialists, Chief Directors) experience and specializations. It is the ability of the 

team to bring success to the venture through their actions. Software businesses 

need are knowledge-intensive and are better understood by people who are 

competent and up to date with the trends and emerging concepts. This would 

highly impact the strategies adopted by the software business and how the 

strategy is communicated to the technical core teams and further converted into 

aligned actions. Though the technical entrepreneurs have technical ability to see 

a business opportunity it is important not to oversee the need of business, 

management and marketing competencies to exploit the idea and choose the 

best way to enter the market. 

 

The new venture template provides a clear answer on the question: Is it a 

Business? Answers to all of the above questions will help the entrepreneur 

identify gaps in the business model for the screened venture. 

The appendix A shows the NVT screening template and the various indicators. 

Software venture or e-business can generate value while using the four 

dimensions of value creation as mentioned previously in this section. This 

requires appropriate planning from the business perspective with combination of 

technological strategies to make the business profitable and competitive. 
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According to [Rajala (3)], a software business model consists of four elements: 

(A somewhat narrow characterization compared to other writers on the subject): 

• a product strategy (what kind of software and applications do we write) 

• a revenue logic (how do we earn money out of them) 

• a distribution model (how do we get them to our customers) 

• a service and implementation model (how do we keep them working when 

our customers are using them) 

Planning and Financing is the key to having a strong organization, with key 

resources, finance and protecting the intellectual property of the organization. 

Most importantly having trusted social networks and business partners. [Cases 

on Information Technology entrepreneurship (2008), (2)] 

 

Organizational design during startup need to take into consideration factors like 

structure, communication, selection of developers, engineers and reduced 

vertical specialization to cut the number of managers required to co-ordinate and 

control functions. Knowledge of local Legal and cultural factors can affect the 

success of the venture significantly. 

Some of the key planning strategies for a software revenue generation are: 

• Cultivate stable relationship with your customers 

• build a brand based on customer relationship 

• have superior logistics, harmonize best communication channel with the 

customer, Create Value in information services  
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• create strong electronic intermediaries to close the supply/demand gap 

between customers and providers  

• Measure and control the scale, flexibility and entry into market and the 

development of core competences such as technical expertise, design 

and innovation expertise, software engineering expertise, and market 

understanding. 

The business models for software startup in the current global market are:  

1. Software tailoring – building tailor-made software for specific customers. 

2. Applied formats – customized solutions based on common platform. 

Solutions based on the its Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software 

3. Resource provisioning – developing software components or middleware 

designed to integrate with other software.  

4. Standard offerings – own products sold widely and used without 

customization. 

Though they are useful to stimulate thinking about different forms of software 

venture, it’s not clear these generic business models go to the heart of what 

leads to competitive advantage in the software industry. While going for the first 

market it is important to aim for a limited run and asses the right resources and 

cost for initial customer delivery. 

The initial customer base is an important channel in developing a marketable 

product,  
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Providing much needed domain knowledge, input into requirements, cash 

injections (sometimes) and the necessary motivation to finish a working 

application. 

The two major business types in software product and service require different 

management, marketing and product lifecycle approaches. 

 

The on-going operations of a software venture should primarily include collecting 

feedback from the customer and establishing a strong relationship cycle for 

continuous novelty and improvement to the e-business or software product. The 

adoption rate for the customers is directly increased by the initial product sale in 

the introduction phase. 

The strategy is to release an initial free/trial version and collect feedback and 

improvements and release a quality fit product to the customer as an introductory 

product. This approach has gained popularity through the agile development 

practices especially in industry focused software products. 

Financing a Software venture for a software product business is same as for 

another technology product business since it involves equal R&D to build the 

product features based on market’s needs. In case of tailored software the initial 

costs could be lowered because customer is closely participating and finance the 

software progress based on needs and software phases. 

Developing partners and alliances are key to the exploration of market for the 

business. Keeping in mind the dimension for value creation the value of your 

software should be identified for different groups of users, and structure your 
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revenue generation strategies accordingly. Some common revenue generation 

strategies in software business are licensing, subscription, consultancy, 

customization, patenting, training etc. 

Most importantly technology or software firms differ not only differs in its value 

chain but also at its core people and processes. Though processes are important 

to a bigger firm smaller software teams should be more people oriented to 

enhance creative productivity and quality throughput. Technology Strategy is an 

important driver to creating a strong innovative culture from within the 

organization where innovative practices and ideas can bring high quality 

products/ services to the customers.  

The simplified venture startup creation process described for a software/IT 

startup brings many aspects to consider during various phases of the venture.  It 

is important to note that the options of aspects can be wider in real life than the 

one discussed in this paper.  

Software products and implicitly today integrates the interdisciplinary domain of 

software emerging concepts understanding of business information needs in 

form of Software systems and ability to create a business product or services to 

satisfy this need. Software business has grown from an engineering domain into 

all other industry domains which now have evolving needs to produce novelty 

and satisfy information needs in their domain. 

 

In conclusion the future holds promise and greater scope for tool for analyzing 

the entrepreneurial process in the software and technology domain. 
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Application of Strategy Maps & Balanced 
Scorecard | Case Study -  Software Product 
organization 

Overview 

Performance management has become embedded in to organizations and their 

departments as a part of management to measure, monitor and control decisions 

based on events in the business and office environment.  The strategic 

performance scorecard system is an organization-wide integrated strategic 

planning, management and measurement system. Strategy-based scorecards 

align the work people do with Corporate vision and strategy, and communicate 

strategic intent throughout the organization. Focus is based on justification of the 

following premise:  

Although formulating robust and meaningful strategies is a fundamental 

part of a successful business process, it is at the implementation and 

execution phase of strategy — not at the planning or formulation phase, 

where major impediments to desired outcomes are found.  

(Strategy Focused Organization, Kaplan & Norton) 

Here we attempt to close the gap between individual decisions/actions and  align 

it to  business strategic goals. The following research paper will introduce the 

framework of strategy maps and balanced scorecards and elaborate the 

application of strategy in a organizational perspective.  
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First step will be understand the importance of (a) setting appropriate overriding 

objectives in a corporate setting, (b) establishing a dominant value proposition 

that will set the direction for achieving those objectives, and (c) using that 

proposition to guide the selection of critical financial, customer, internal process, 

and learning and growth strategies. 

 

This paper is an integration of the two relatively connected fields of study  , the 

evolution of balanced scorecard framework , used to measure the objectives 

derived from Strategy-Focused organizations (SFO).  The translation provides 

the organization to have a unified performance management system where the 

derived metrics can be used to continuously monitor the business processes as 

Key performance indicators in an information system dashboard scorecard which 

is then used as guide to measuring the outcomes to the strategic objectives. 

Introduction 

In this paper the attempt is to understand conceptual modeling of a strategy map 

that portrays how strategy mapping can be used to effectively create and 

implement strategy.  

It would in turn reflect the systematic process to build strategy maps that lead to 

improved measurement system. Strategy maps are the instruments that tie 

Balanced Scorecard measures directly to strategic objectives and outcomes and 

in process improve strategy implementation and corporate operating financial 

results. 
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Literature Review 

The Concept of strategy planning concepts is closely bound to business models 

and value creation models for a business.  

Strategy Focused Organization 
 
In “The Strategy Focused Organization, 2001 Kaplan and Norton” which 

introduced the Strategy Map as an integral part of the Balanced Scorecard 

performance management system thus transforming it into a strategic 

management system. Strategy maps allow organizations to describe and 

communicate their strategies. 

A Strategy Map is a diagram that describes how a company or organization can 

create value by linking strategic objectives in a cause and effect relationship 

based on the four Balanced Scorecard Perspectives: Financial, Customer, 

Internal Processes and Learning & Growth.  The key element of the Strategy 

Map is that it is linked to ‘scorecards’ that monitor progress towards the Strategic 

Objectives.   

Overall, there are four major reasons why a Strategy Map should be created: 

1. It provides a clear and concise means to communicate a company strategy.  

Research has shown that less than 10% of employees have a clear 

understanding of their company’s strategy1.  The same research has also 

shown that 50% of executives spend little or no time on strategic discussion. 
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2. It focuses attention on key strategic objectives and consequently key 

strategic metrics.  Early use of Balanced Scorecards had a low success rate 

as the metrics were chosen from operational metrics already in use rather 

than metrics to drive strategy. 

3. It provides a good model for what is actually driving the strategy.  With the 

focus on measurable objectives and strategic initiatives comes feedback on 

what works and what does not and therefore changes can quickly be made 

to reinforce the strategy. 

4. Clear strategic objectives drive clear strategic initiatives.  At a time when 

budgets have to be managed carefully, the Strategy Map provides the 

means to identify exactly where strategic funding should be applied for the 

best results. 

Measure with a strategy Map 
 
The strategy map also identifies the specific capabilities in the organization’s 

intangible assets that are required for delivering exceptional performance in 

critical internal processes.  

The ‘scorecards’ will include: metrics, targets for the metrics and strategic 

initiatives to drive performance towards achieving the metrics.  It illustrates the 

time-based dynamics of a strategy and the relationships that link desired 

outcomes in the customer and financial perspectives to outstanding performance 

in critical internal processes. 
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•  Strategy balances the contradictory forces of short-term financial 

objectives for cost reduction and increased productivity, and the long-term 

objective of profitable revenue growth. 

•  Strategy is based on a differentiated customer value proposition, because 

satisfying customers is the source of sustainable value creation. 

•  Value is created through internal business processes. Strategy maps and 

BSCs describe what the organization hopes to achieve, that is, strategic 

themes. 

•  Strategy consists of simultaneous, complementary themes or clusters of 

internal processes that deliver benefits at different points in time. 

•  Strategic alignment determines the value of intangible assets. The three 

components in the learning and growth perspective are human, 

information and organization capital. 

Balanced Scorecards 
 
Robert S. Kaplan and David P. Norton developed the balanced scorecard 

approach in the early 1990s to compensate for their perceived shortcomings of 

using only financial metrics to judge corporate performance. The focus for the 

corporations in the new economy urged a shift to measure such esoteric factors 

as quality and customer satisfaction. The keyword "balanced" here reflects the 

balance between the five goals listed above, the four balanced scorecard 

perspectives (customer, business processes, learning, and innovation and 

financial), long- and short-term objectives, as well as between qualitative and 

quantitative performance measures. 
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This approach gives management a view of assorted instruments panels to 

monitor key aspects of a working environment. In the scorecard scenario, a 

company organizes its business goals into discrete, all-encompassing 

perspectives: financial, customer, internal process, and learning/growth. The 

company then determines cause–effect relationships; for example, satisfied 

customers buy more goods, which increases revenue. Next, the company lists 

measures for each goal, pinpoints targets, and identifies projects and other 

initiatives to help reach those targets. 

 

Kaplan and Norton (2001) both emphasize that the approach is more than just a 

way to identify and monitor metrics. It is also a way to manage change and 

increase a company’s effectiveness, productivity, and competitive advantage. 
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Essentially, as Kaplan and Norton put it, a company that uses the scorecard to 

identify and then realize strategic goals is a strategy-focused organization. 

Understanding Perspective and strategies 

 
The fundamental economic unit—a transaction—has therefore been defined as 

an exchange relationship that creates work of value to the parties. The three 

entities here is the Creating Entity (refers to the individual or organization), 

Creation (refers to the product/service provided by the organization in the 

market), Others (refer to the other individuals like customers/ distributors etc. 

who enable creation of the transaction). The use of transaction cognitions 

(mental models/scripts about planning, promise, and  

Competition) to organize exchange relationships (among creating entities, the 

work, and other persons) that utilize the sources of market imperfections 

(bounded rationality, opportunism, and specificity) to create value for the others 

in the market place.  

 
Transaction cognitions can be applied to any business strategy to understand 

key goals within each of the perspectives and the drivers in the other 

perspectives. 
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Application Case Study: Enterprise BPM 
product organization. 

This section would implement the concepts of strategy maps and balanced 

scorecard concept and apply it into developing a strategy for a Private software 

product corporation. The example take in this study is a private sector Enterprise 

BPM product organization that develops Business Process Management 

Software Products that enables its customers to leverage the BPM capabilities 

into their business processes to achieve operational excellence and real time 

responsiveness. 

In Below sections we will methodically follow the steps on creating a balanced 

scorecard measures using strategy maps to identify goals and the outcomes 

would eventually improve probability of successful execution of strategy and 

increase in operating and in financial performance. In conclusions the attempt is 

to show how this mapped Key performance indicators can be used in 

dashboards and balanced scorecard indicators to assist organizations to achieve 

better results by effective monitoring and alignment of strategy into operations. 

Mission, Vision and Background 
 
The mission and vision of the Company is built around how the company will 

enable its customers to transform their operations and processes using its BPM 

product suite to improve efficiency and effectively by bringing visibility for 

management into the business processes. 
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The mission statement of the company is  : 

"To Build, empower and transform people & processes in business" 

The 2 year strategic vision of the company is as follows, which the later sections 

elaborates on how each perspective of the strategy map will help unify the 

individual goals into    :  

"To deliver operationally responsive process excellence for businesses." 

High Level Business process model 
 
The High Level Business Process for the BPM enterprise is depicted in Appendix 

- A. 

The Business process outlines the business process activities/operations 

performed by business units that operate within the company to create/deliver 

value to the customer. 

The organizations BPM market are identified based on  industry segments or 

companies that can leverage BPMS to become operationally responsive to their 

business process and to collaborate to improve and even transform process. 

These companies process owners work alongside BPM business analysts to 

analyze and evaluate the business process need for the customer. The BPM 

experts collaborate with customer and use modeling-based approach to discover, 

design and model the process.  

The identified proposal modeled is then aligned with any of the existing product 

lines along with needed customization professional services and additional 

support requirements to for sending out a purchase order for the product & 
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services offered. After all negotiations and order agreements are approved and 

completed and Implementation phase is initiated.  

The Solution development, customization, delivery is an iterative process 

improvement method with to help transition transform the operations for the 

customer to the BPMS system. Based on process optimizations, continuous 

process improvement, outsourcing professional services and support business 

and long term customer relationships are formed. 

Developing a implementation strategy 
 
The overall strategy approach is a growth strategy to help grow into a BPM 

product that is customer driven and operationally responsive for a business user. 

The strategic initiatives taken by the company based on the 2-year strategic 

vision to better position the company for long-term growth, improved profitability, 

greater competitiveness and improved efficiency across its global business.  

These initiatives include: 

• The refinement of the company’s product portfolio towards core and high-

growth opportunities, delivering industry-leading solutions that enable 

companies to be more operationally responsive.  

• An increased investment and expansion of to be placed in the Gartner- 

Leaders magic quadrant for BPMS , of development and administration 

operations in outsourced R&D operations, with focus on enhancing 

product technology capabilities by acquisitions and forming long 

partnerships to fill gaps in its technology. 
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The strategic initiatives will eventually drive the company to reach a higher 

market share providing increase in shareholder value for the shareholders. 

Strategy Map 
 
The strategic theme selected based on the previously mentioned strategic 

initiatives is focused on Market driven technological excellence, strategic 

partnering and growth through innovation. 

Market driven technological excellence theme will help the company drive 

innovation through customer feedback and customer-driven enhancements and 

developments. The goal is to enhance and improve customer experience with the 

BPM enterprise system and enable business to be able to monitor complex 

events in real-time and be able to react and manage their processes and 

transactions efficiently. This strategy is based on establishing partnering and long 

term relationships with customers and using feedback and customer need 

analysis. The goal is to understand the vast volumes of information and things 

people need to think about to make business decisions. This will drive 

enhancements in product features to adjust the automation they use to make 

decisions or newer product lines based on customer industry verticals. 

Strategic partnering theme will enable the company to reach broader trends in 

computing technology —big data, social networks, mobile applications, cloud 

computing, and so forth. The goal is to form strategic partnerships with 3rd party 

product vendors and strategically acquire companies to fill gaps in technology. 

This theme will position the company R&D operation from a long term 

perspective enhancing product technology capabilities. 
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Growth through innovation theme is used to internally optimize and reduce 

Software development cycles and increase efficiency of product management 

across cross-functional teams like support, development and business analysis 

to use human resources skill for improving productivity. The goal is to hiring 

leaders that can drive intrapreneurial innovation; enhance internal employee 

career development, employee retention and better industry practices and quality 

of internal processes. 

The strategic objective outlined and explained for each of the perspectives below 

is based on the mentioned themes. Each of the strategic perspectives below 

outlines their respective strategic objectives which will unify and converge to 

meet the strategic initiative and vision.  

Appendix B depicts a strategy map for the Enterprise BPM organization.  

Financial Perspective 
 
The financial objectives are to increase market share for BPMS enterprise 

product and increase cash flow and profitability from existing BPMS products and 

services. This financial strategy approach drives for growth, profitability and 

shareholder value.  The goal is to enable higher shareholder value by increasing 

the EVA (earned value added).  In enterprise BPM firm the EVA can be 

increased by improving market share and increasing revenue from increased 

sales existing products.  

The approach is to drive product decision based on customer needs and make 

product decisions i.e. investment based on customer-driven feedback and 

analysis.  
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This could lead to better product decision by management and increased 

revenue from the sales of BPMS product in the market thereby leading to a 

increase in market share for the company. The increased market share and 

increase in profits from products and services will drive better return on equity for 

shareholders. 

The Balanced Scorecard will track financial growth metrics in terms of Sales 

Volume growth measure for existing BPMS product and Industry verticals. The 

profitability metrics for productivity will be measured by EVA, EBIT (Earnings 

Before Interest & Tax) and with ROE (return on equity) at the higher level. The 

decisions for future investments of the earned profits should be governed by 

emphasis on market assessment (covered in the internal perspective) . 

Consistent consideration of the metric will ensure the pursuit of the programs 

with the highest revenue and margin potential. With this as a strategic priority, 

the company maximizes its revenue and profit derived from successful innovation 

and product development. Increasing profits and increasing revenue are two 

additional strategic objectives that complete the financial perspective picture of 

this company’s strategy. 

Customer Perspective 
 
The customer objectives for BPMS market are to target industry segment and 

develop BPMS vertical solutions for these segments and further drive innovation 

through long term customer relationships. The value proposition is product 

leadership driven by operational excellence which can be achieved by customer 
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intimacy. The company will follow a differentiated strategy to develop and create 

relationship with existing customers to improve the business process, KPI's, 

dashboards and business case coverage to be delivered out-of-the-box for these 

industry verticals. A continuous customer feedback and on-site business experts 

will provide an enhanced custom-driven innovation for the product teams. 

The goal of the customer perspective is to drive enhanced market share in the 

industry vertical segments and eventually drive growth of enterprise BPM as 

market leader for the BPMS segment. The balanced scorecard metric used to 

measure the growth of the company as a market leader is through revenue 

growth generated through each of these product line verticals and placement of 

the company in the Gartner BPMS leader’s magic quadrant. The key segments 

targeted for BPMS enablement are Telecom, Banking & insurance, Medical 

sector, Travel, Technology Solutions.  

The differentiation strategy for the BPMS product would be to develop a universal 

process monitoring dashboard that a business or operations person can use to 

track patterns and adjust to events as they occur. The interface goes beyond any 

standard kind of dashboard and gives employees real-time alerts, performance 

indicators, and interactive tools.  

Customer relationships are managed by identifying key customers based on their 

process excellence need and continuously are driving to enhance using the 

BPMS technology too. The key is to build strong relationships with key customer 

to that can serve as lighthouses to guide the way on new demand and features 

work closely with them to track their issues, set expectations for their resolution, 
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and consistently meet those expectations at a rate that’s perceived to be the 

fastest, most responsive in the segment. 

Internal Perspective 
 
The strategy for the internal process perspective is to ensure better customer 

relationship management and better understanding market segments by 

assessments, ratings, feedbacks and analysis. An additional internal goal is to 

enable  better decision makers for the product development which can internally 

drive agile practices to drive improve quality of product with optimized operation 

and resource costs.  

The business process can be improved by hiring better manager who are experts 

from the individual industry segments and can bring knowledge to induce 

innovation into the industry vertical BPM solutions. 

Overall operation costs can be controlled and resources can be used efficiently 

by continuous skill development for employees and managers to adopt industry 

best practices for software product development.  

The strategic objectives from the internal process perspective is to Improve 

Product lifecycle management through adoption of company-wide agile practices, 

improve concept development and prioritization, enhanced customer relationship 

management processes. The metrics for the objectives are rate of increase in 

user stories implement per product cycle to measure success of agile practices, 

no of industry experts hired in to the product team for concept development and 

sales forecasts based on the customer segments or key customers.  
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Learning and Growth Perspective 
 
The key strategy objectives for enhancing learning and growth is to promote 

career planning and skill development for employees and improve balance of 

project management and domain experts within the company functional teams.  

The strategic initiative to promote self career and skill development across the 

organization can be created through certification and internal training programs 

to help employees pedestal themselves on a career path and help evaluate them 

and with their managers for better prospects and interests of the company. This 

would help retain motivated employees and create and learning-growth 

environment for sharing and improving knowledge workers within the company.  

Training and adopting evolving standards and practices in project management 

will help the manager gain newer perspective into their respective teams and 

help them to integrate and manage strategic decisions keeping in mind the cross-

functional aspect of other team. A further initiative of bringing out and recognizing 

entrepreneurial initiatives within the company and identifying domain experts to 

guide innovation from within can benefit the product teams and infuse this 

application to guide decisions in developing industry vertical for specific domains.  

Some other strategic initiative are to create a global dynamic workplace which 

provide employees with a better social and personal development opportunities 

and build a better corporate culture and environment for the workforce. 

The strategy provides the linkages among various functional initiatives across the 

perspectives. This provides the organization with a approach to aligning the 
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objectives from each perspective to the overall strategic goal i.e. to achieve 

higher shareholder value and financial growth.  

The table in Appendix C & D shows the translation of these strategies into 

balanced scorecard - Measures, Targets and Initiatives. Balanced Scorecard 

Measures can be represented as key performance indicator in a balanced 

scorecard indicator dashboard. The measurements are the KPI metrics for the 

scorecard and the threshold or strategic success indicator is the Targets. Further 

each objective can be detailed with the initiatives completed or their individual 

progress indicators. 

The strategy map in Appendix E shows the balanced scorecard strategy Map. 

This map can also be used to reverse-engineer Overall strategic goals and 

initiatives. 

BSC implementation and Analysis 
 
The enterprise BPM organization when translated software technology strategy 

focused organization will succeed to capture R&D innovation, produce innovative 

products, secure market share and resolve client issues. This will be as a result 

of aligning the various business units to follow unified strategic theme and 

priorities.  

A key to enabling strategy focused actions across the organization will be to 

communicate and educate the employees about the strategic efforts and 

communicate holistically how successful individual or team contribution will 

enable overall success of the initiatives. 
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Summarizing the Balanced scored card implementation, First Organization 

Assessment, organization pains, enablers and values are developed, change 

management and scorecard development plans are prepared, and mission and 

vision are validated. In step two, Strategy, the customer and stakeholder value 

propositions are defined and used to create the organization’s strategy (strategic 

themes and results).  

Strategic Objectives (the DNA building blocks of strategies) are developed in 

step three, and followed by step four, where Strategy Maps (showing the causal 

relationships among the objectives leading to customer value) are developed. 

Step five, Performance Measures and Targets, is used to develop the critical 

strategic measures that provide information to track strategy execution.   

The building process ends with step six, identification of new Strategic Initiatives, 

or projects, that form the basis for successful strategy execution Step seven, 

Automation, starts the deployment and implementation phase, when 

performance data is collected, reported, and transformed into vital performance 

information to better inform decision making and to communicate progress 

throughout the organization.  

In step eight, Cascading, the corporate scorecard is migrated to business units 

(e.g., departments or divisions) and support units (e.g., IT or HR), to translate 

corporate vision and strategy into operational terms. Scorecards can then be 

cascaded to teams and individuals to align day-to-day work with strategy and 

vision. Step nine, Evaluation, completes the cycle with a review and assessment 

of the management system, to understand strategy results against expectations 
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and make any necessary changes in the organization’s strategy. Just like the 

organization, the scorecard system is dynamic, not and changes in strategy and 

measures are common as performance data is transformed into information, and 

then turned into business intelligence.  

Conclusion 

With the prominence of more technology Software technology organizations, 

company management teams are challenged by:  

• Rapidly shrinking product cycles  

• Recruiting, retaining and rewarding technology talent  

• Making and communicating critical product development 
decisions  

• Tracking the evolution of customer feature demands and use 
models  

• technology that can invalidate products or entire business models 
 

Using a balanced scorecard as the strategic planning and management 

framework allows a company to deal with these and other issues that matter to 

creating value for customers and stakeholders, such as process efficiency, 

financial performance, and organizational capacity and readiness. Starting with a 

strategic view of how the organization creates value for customers, a scorecard 

system links strategy to what must be done operationally to be successful.  
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Good scorecard systems focus on the critical few performance measures that 

provide real business intelligence and contribute to the achievement of 

operational excellence, employee excellence, and business success. But more 

important, these systems focus on the elements of strategy that can be made 

actionable – strategic objectives that are the building blocks of strategy.
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APPENDIX 

Business Process: 
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Strategy Map 
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Balanced Scorecard 
Area Strategy Objective Measure 

Financial Increase shareholder 
value  

Achieve increase in 
market share 

Rate of increase in  

ROE, EBIT 

Financial Increase profitability 
from revenue streams 

Increase cash flow 
and Profitability 

Cash flow per 
quarter and profit 
from products & 
services 

Customer Build customer driven 
value segments 

Increase revenue 
per customer 
industry based 
solutions 

Customer 
satisfaction ratings 

Customer Establish BPM leader 
image in market 

Expand R&D to 
deliver integrated 
BPM product suites 

Gartner Magic-
quadrant  

Internal Increase managerial 
competency and 
functional technical 
competency 

Achieve agile 
product 
development across 
product teams 

Rate of increase in 
user stories 
completed per 
product cycle 

Internal Improve customer 
relationship processes 

Enhance Customer 
relationship 
through licensing 
policies and long 
term contracts 

Partnerships with 
key customers 

Learning and 
Growth 

Increase recruitment 
of domain experts 

Improved induction 
of domain experts 
into product teams 

Number of Industry 
vertical aligned 
enhancements 
addressed 

% of experts 
available 

Learning and 
Growth 

Create career planning 
programs for 
employees 

Promote skill 
development for 
self improvement 

% of retained 
employees with self 
development goals 
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Objective-Target-Initiative Chart 

Objective Targets Initiative 

Achieve increase in 

market share 

Year 1 - Operating income increase by 

20% 

o Increase in net income >5% 

o Increase in total revenue. 

Year 2 - Operating income increase by 

20% 

o Increase in net income >5% 

o Increase in total revenue > 15%. 

• better market 
position 

• Higher market 
revenue 

• Placement as 
BPMS Leader 
of Gartner 
magic-quadrant 

• reduced 
operating cost 

• increase brand 
image 

Increase cash flow 

and Profitability 

Year 1 - Achieve 15 - 30% increase in 

cash flow from premium BPMS 

products and services. 

Year 2- Achieve 100% license renewal 

and upgrade from existing customers 

and achieve 15% increase in BPMS 

sales. 

• Customer 
specific 
licensing and 
pricing 

• Partnering 
programs 

• R&D long term 
contracts 

• Industry vertical 
segments 

Increase revenue 

per customer 

industry based 

solutions 

Year 1 - Increase base customer 

satisfaction by 60% service and support 

Year 2- Increase overall customer 

satisfaction by 80%.  

• Certify Support 
and training 
teams 

• establish and 
strong customer 
oriented team. 
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Expand R&D to 

deliver integrated 

BPM product suites 

Year 1 - establish technology partners 

or acquisitions 

Year 2- Synchronize R&D to deliver 

comprehensive industry solutions 

• Customer 
Partnering 

• Hiring Domain 
experts into 
product / 
customer 
teams. 

Achieve agile 

product 

development 

across product 

teams 

Year 1- 50% of product development 

teams and 100% product managers 

should be trained in agile practices 

Year 2- 100% of all product/customer 

teams should use agile methodology. 

• Corporate 
Training and 
development 
program. 

Enhance Customer 

relationship through 

licensing policies 

and long term 

contracts 

Year 1- Identify and retain 50% of key 

customers 

Year 2- Establish long term partnering 

with new potential customers based on 

industry 

Improve market 

and customer 

relationship 

assessment 

processes 

Improved induction 

of domain experts 

into product teams 

Year 1 - Recruit key industry experts for 

strategic priority 

Year 2- Train and induce experts into 

product innovation and customer teams 

• Establish a 
improved 
recruitment 
policies 

• Involve industry 
customers into 
recruitment 

Promote skill 

development for 

self improvement 

Year 1 - 50% 

Year 2 - 75% 

• Establish career 
evaluation and 
planning 
programs for 
employees. 

• Create 
opportunity and 
reward system. 
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Balanced Score card strategy map  
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Chapter 3:  
Software & Information Systems 
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Project 1:  
SAP -Enterprise Resource Planning : 
Retail Manufacturing Company 
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Project Overview and Background 

 
This document articulates implementation of an ERP(Enterprise Resource 

Planning) System for Global Bike Inc (A hypothetical retail company) using SAP 

ERP Software(Systems, Applications, & Products in Data Processing).  

Global Bike Inc is a world class bicycle company delivering innovative high-

performance bicycles to the world’s most demanding professional cyclists for 

touring and off-road racing. GBI also sells accessories product line comprised of 

helmets, t-shirts and other riding accessories. 

GBI sells its bikes throughout the world and given the highly specialized nature of 

GBI’s bicycles and the personalized needs of riders, GBI sells its bikes 

exclusively through well-known and respected Independent Bicycle Dealers 

(IBDs).GBI operates single production facility which is located in Dallas. Material 

planning, finance, administration, HR and IT functions are consolidated at the 

Dallas headquarters. The Dallas facility manufactures products for the US and 

export markets and its warehouse manages product distribution for the central 

US and internet retailers. GBI also has warehouses for shipping and export in 

both San Diego and Miami. San Diego handles West Coast distribution and 

exports for Asia, while Miami handles East Coast distribution and Latin America 

exports. 

GBI has embraced the Internet primarily as an information channel, maximizing 

its potential for educating consumers and partners and marketing its products to 

a large audience. 
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Given the highly specialized nature of GBI’s bicycles and the personalized needs 

of riders, GBI sells its bikes exclusively through well-known and respected 

Independent Bicycle Dealers (IBDs) across the continent.GBI has established an 

extensive partner operation to ensure process continuity between GBI and its 

partners to deliver best-in-class products for its customers. Given the strong 

customer base and the demand for its high quality products the company. GBI 

company strategy aims at being the marked leader by improving core business 

by creating dynamic and competitive business in every department within their 

organization. 

Due to the distributed outline of the organization facilities and it distributors, 

resellers and partners the company experienced problems with integration 

between its manufacturing, distribution and sales functions thereby decreasing 

customer satisfactions. The various, divisions and individual and internal 

business functions are running multiple, independent application environments. 

The IT function at GBI aims to bring together the company's internal business 

functions by having a companywide integrated information system. Since GBI’s 

main sales channel is through specialty resellers and there are complex tax 

issues associated with selling in multiple states and countries, they have a limited 

amount of internet sales. 

The IT function at GBI aimed at bringing the company's internal business 

functions by having a companywide integrated information system and the 

company decided to implement all its information systems using ‘SAP ERP' 

which is more suitable to company size and objectives. The goals was to 
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centralized the company wide process with the primary objectives to reduce 

costs and deliver best in-class technology to all divisions globally and enable 

consistency of operations and process integrity across the globe. 

Implementation of the new ERP system was taken forward in different 

phases and this document describes the process that was undertaken in 

each phase. Implementation details for each phase are elaborated in later 

sections of this document 

Introduction 

The objective of the this document is to Understand the activities within core 

business functions and  workflow  of business process across these business 

functions using SAP ERP software, which simplifies the business with a 

centralized solution that connects various modules like sales and marketing, 

project management, human resources, manufacturing, supply chain, and 

financials information.  
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Retail Company :- Global Bikes  

Nearly 20 years ago, John Davis & Peter Weiss, the founders designed their first 

bikes out of necessity—they had races to win and the bikes that were available at 

the time did not perform to their extremely high standards. So, they took matters 

into their own hands and built legendary bikes that would outlast and outperform 

the competition. From these humble origins, Global Bike Incorporated was born 

and continues to deliver innovative high-performance bicycles to the world’s most 

demanding riders.  

Today, GBI’s headquarters is located in Dallas and GBI is registered as a US 

company, following US GAAP accounting standards.   

GBI’s global head office is based in Dallas, Texas.   Manufacturing, finance, 

administration, HR and IT functions are consolidated at the Dallas headquarters. 

The Dallas warehouse manages product distribution for the central US and 

internet retailers.  GBI also has warehouses for shipping and export in both San 

Diego and Miami.  San Diego handles West Coast distribution and export for 

Asia, while Miami handles East Coast distribution and Latin America export. 

 

Figure 1 : Global Bike’s enterprise structure 
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GBI' s Mission and objectives  

Mission 

GBI is a dynamic, international provider of world class bicycle serving the 

professional and quality confident cyclists in road and off-road racing. The 

Mission will: 

» Refresh the World...in body, mind, and spirit  

» Inspire Moments of Optimism...through our brands and our actions  

» Create Value and Make a Difference...everywhere we engage  

»  

Objective 

GBI strategy aims to ensure the continued development and strengthening of the 

business. At the heart of our financial goals is the aim of increasing the 

Company’s earnings and profitability. Thus one goal for 2010 - 2012 is to raise 

operating margin from its current level to 28% for US. 

 

Business processes 

Below listed are some of the Key Business Processes:- 

» Procurement (buy) 

» Fulfillment (sell) 

» Production (make) 

» Inventory and Warehouse Management (store) 

» Material Planning (plan) 

» Enterprise Asset Management (maintain) 
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» Customer Service (service) 

» HCM (people) 

» Financial Accounting (track) 

» Management Accounting (track) 

GBI's Core Processes 

Financial Accounting (G/L accounting)financials 

• Invest in GBI 

• Purchase assets and consumables 

• Pay mortgage 

Procurement (Materials Management) 

• Purchase trading goods 

• Procure to stock 

Fulfillment (Sales and Distribution) 

• Sell what was purchased 

• Sell from stock 

Production (Production Planning and Execution) 

• Produce a bike 

• Make to stock 
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Chart of Accounts 
 
Definition:- A Chart Of Accounts (COA) is a created lists of the accounts used 

by a business entity to define each class of items for which money or the 

equivalent is spent or received. It is used to organize the finances of the entity 

and to segregate expenditures, revenue, assets and liabilities in order to give 

interested parties a better understanding of the financial health of the entity. 

 

Figure 2 : Chart of Accounts 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nominal_ledger
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_entity
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Balance Sheet 

Definition :- Balance sheet or statement of financial position is a summary of the 

financial balances of a sole proprietorship, a business partnership, 

a corporation or other business organization, such as an LLC or 

an LLP. Assets, liabilities and ownership equity are listed as of a specific date, 

such as the end of its financial year. A balance sheet is often described as a 

"snapshot of a company's financial condition". 

 

Figure 3 : Beginning Balance Sheet 

 

Figure 4 : Balance Sheet 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sole_proprietorship
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partnership
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Limited_liability_company
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LLP
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asset
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liability_(financial_accounting)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ownership_equity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_year
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Section 1 

Objective of section 1 :- To create and handle Vendors and Inventory Items 

Business Process Overview :- GBI uses the procurement process to acquire or 
purchase material from a vendor. This process can be used to purchase trading 
goods as well as raw materials.  
 

Note :- We will be using US15 & US18 as our company code. 

 

1.1 Create (copy) Trading Goods Material Master Data 
 

In this section, we will create our own trading goods by copying necessary 

material master data from existing (original) trading goods.  

 

 

Figure 5 
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1.2 Create Vendor Master 
 

We will now create the vendor from whom we will procure our goods. 

Vendor master data is grouped into three categories: 

 General data-data that is cross-company code (applies to all company 
codes in the same client) 

 Company code data-data that is specific to the specified company code  

 Purchasing Org data-data that is specific to the specified purchasing 
organization 

 

 

Figure 6 
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In this step we will view our material inventory in our plant. 

 

Figure 7 

 

Figure 8 

 

1.3 Review Material Inventory 
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1.4 Review Account Balance 
 
In this step, we will view the account balance of our Olympic Protective Gear 

vendor 

 

Figure 9 

 

Figure 10: “No data read for fiscal year” is displayed if no transactions exist for the entered vendor.  
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1.5 Create Purchase Requisition  
 
In this step, the Purchase Requisition is created for internal purposes only.  

 

 

Figure 11 

 

Figure 12 
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1.6 Create Purchase Order 
 
In this step, a Purchase Order is created from the Purchase Requisition and sent 

to the vendor. 

 

Figure 13 

 

Figure 14: Purchase Order Created 
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After receiving shipment and invoice from the vendor we’ll pay the vendor in this 

step 

 

Figure 15 

Invoice Verification 

 

1.7 Pay the Vendor 
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Figure 16 

 

Figure 17 
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Section 2 

Objective of section 2 :- To create & maintain below given Sales and Collections 

Activities:- 

• Customer defaults and preferences 

• Sales taxes 

• Sales order processing 

• Display Customer list 

• Record and post sales transactions 

• Record and post customer collections 

• Print trial balance reports 

• Print Financial Statements 

Business Process Overview: - The fulfillment process in GBI starts by receiving a 

customer’s inquiry and creating an internal sales quotation.   

The objective of the second section is to understand the Sales and distribution cycle 

in SAP. The start of the sales order process is creating a new customer (North West 

Bikes) in Seattle. Then, we receive an inquiry which we will process into a quotation. 

Once the quotation is accepted by the customer we create a sales order referencing 

the quotation. As we will have enough materials in stock, we deliver the products 

sold to our customer, create an invoice and receive the payment. 
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Below figure shows the various operations covered within SAP to perform the 

sales and distribution cycle. 

 

 

Figure 18 
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In this step we will view how much of our inventory we have in our plant.   

 

Stock Overview Screen for Elbow Pads in Miami Plant 

 

Figure 19: Stock Overview Screen 

 

 

 

 

 

2.1 View Inventory Balance  
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In this step, we will create our customer to sell to. 

Screen shown below appears. Customer account Details and company code is 

entered in Create Customer: Company code data Account Management Tab.  

Following Sales Data information entered - sales office, shipping Delivery priority 

and delivering plant, billing terms and tax information. Save is licked to save 

customer Information. 

 

Figure 20: Sales Area - Sales Tab 

2.2 Create Customer Master 
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2.3 Extend Material Master 
 

In this step, we will go back to our trading goods we have created in the 

Procurement deliverable and add more functionality to the materials (Sales view).  

SAP differs “adding” a new functionality from “changing” a pre-existing function.  

Hence, we will be in the “create material” transaction again, instead of “change 

material” transaction. 

 

Figure 21: Create Trading Goods - Settings 
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2.4 Create Pricing Conditions 
 

In this step, we will assign a selling price to all our materials.  Notice that the 

selling prices are different from moving average prices within our material master 

data.  Moving average prices are updated from buying the material 

(procurement). 

Material Price screen shown below. 

 

Figure 22: Create Condition Records: Overview 
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2.5 Define Print Parameters 
 

The new customer we have created needs its own printing parameters set-up to 

output sales documents.  In a real business environment, one may have to print 

their documents differently for different customers, because they may be dealing 

with people in different countries, using different accounting standards, or even 

using different-sized paper. 

 

Figure 23: Change Condition Records (Quotation): Communication 

Note :- In above screenshot " ZRVORDER01" should be in Form rather than in Layout Module. 

On Save “Condition records saved "screen appeared 
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The information is entered using the Change Quotation (AN00): Selection Screen 

by entering sales organization and customer number. With the above details 

filled Execute button is pressed, on “Change Condition Records (Quotation): Fast 

Change” screen fill details as shown below. Highlighting the new entry line (by 

clicking its square “button” on the left side of the customer number)  & Pressing 

Communication button will show screen below. 

 

Figure 24: Change Condition Records (Invoice): Fast Change Screen 

 

Here click Communication Button to get Save “Condition records saved 

"screen. 
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In this step, we will view our customer’s accounts receivable balance. 

With the details filled in screen shown below press Execute button 

 

Figure 25: Customer Balance Display Screen 

 

 

Figure 26: No Data Read for Fiscal year 2013: Dialog Box 

 

This Dialog box simply means that no data are currently posted to this customer. 

 

 

2.6 View Customer Account Receivable Balance 
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This step has no SAP activity associated with it. So, we will assume that below 

given inquiry is what we have got from the customer. 

 

Inquiry from a customer, DC Bikes, requesting a price quotation for a list of 

products. It reads: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.7 Receive Customer Inquiry  

To Whom It May Concern: 

My name is “Jeremy Jones” and I am a purchasing agent for DC Bikes in our nation’s great capital, 

Washington D.C..  I was looking through wer catalog and would like to receive a quote for the following 

items: 

Quantity Item Wer Material Number. 

     20 Elbow Pad EPAD10## 

     15 Road Helmet RHMT10## 

     12 Repair Kit RKIT10## 

     10 Off Road Helmet OHMT10## 

      5 Knee Pad KPAD10## 

 

A t  b  il  f  ld b  id l  
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After assuming that we already have got an inquiry from the customer here in this 

step, we will create and send a quotation in response to the inquiry we received.  

 

 

Figure 27: Create Quotation: Overview 

We can look at the Document Flow in transaction code VA23. And then go to the 
top of the screen and choose:  Environment  Display Document Flow.  This 
screen displays the current status of the order.  Throughout the document, we 
will view this document flow to see how the status changes as we complete more 
of the process steps. 
 

2.8 Create and Send Customer Quotation 
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Again this step is not associated to SAP, So we will assume that the purchase 

order shown below is what we have received from the customer (we had 

previously sent a quotation to). 

 

 

Figure 28 

 

2.9 Receive Customer Purchase Order  
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In this step, we will create a sales order from the purchase order we received in 

the previous step. 

In the “Create Sales Order: Initial Screen” enter the information as shown below. 

 

Figure 29 

Click on the Create with Reference button.  Enter the number of the quotation 

created in Step 2 in the text box by “Quot.” In next Screen select Copy.  The 

system copies the details of the quotation into the Sales Order. In the “Create 

Standard Order: Overview” screen, enter the data as shown below. Then Press 

Enter & then save to get a confirmation screen that shows order has been saved.  

2.10 Create Sales Order With Reference to a Quotation 
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Figure 30 

Review Order Status 

Enter transaction code VA23 & select Environment  Display Document Flow.  
This screen displays the current status of the order.  
 

 
Figure 31 
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In this step, we will prepare shipment for the sales order we received by picking 

and packing the appropriate goods from storage. In the “Create Outbound 

Delivery with Order Reference” screen enter the information Then press Enter. 

The system automatically enters the items and quantities from the sales order 

that are scheduled to be delivered.  

 

 

Figure 32 

 

Enter the  information in the “Picking Tab” for each material as shown below. 

Now SAVE to get the confirmation screen. 

 

2.11 Pick and pack material for the order 
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Figure 33 

Review Order Status 

Enter transaction code VA23 & then go to the top of the screen and choose:  
Environment  Display Document Flow.  This screen displays the current status 
of the order.   

 
Figure 34 
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In this step, we will send the shipment of goods to fulfill our order to our 

customer. Creating the post goods issue (shipping) reduces unrestricted stock to 

reflect the quantity shipped.  It also indicates a change in the ownership of the 

goods. In the “Change Outbound Delivery” screen enter the information as 

shown below. 

 

Figure 35 

2.12 Post Goods Issue (Ship goods) 
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Figure 36 

Select the Post Goods Issue button at the top of the screen shown above.  The 

system returns a message indicating a (saved) change to the delivery note.  
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In this step, we will create and send an invoice to our customer. Once the post 

goods issue has been generated, we can bill our customer for the shipped 

goods. The system displays the customer and the materials listed in the delivery 

document along with total values to be billed.  

 

 

Figure 37 

 

On SAVE.  The confirmation billing document number is displayed at the bottom 

of the screen. 

 

 

 

 

2.13 Create & Send Invoice 
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In this step, we will post the payment we received from our sales order. Our 

customer has received the invoice and sent us its payment. The payment will be 

posted to the company’s G/L account. Select Process Open Items   

 

 

Figure 38 

 

2.15 Post the Customer Payment 
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Updated Balance Sheet 

Enter F01 on SAP easy screen to get the Screen below. The customer once has 

received the invoice and sent its payment the incoming payment is 

required posted to the accounts receivables. After Receiving Payment from the 

Customer the payment will be posted to the company’s G/L account. The total 

amount generated in the invoice from the billing items for the inventory is now 

posted. 

 

Figure 39: G\L Account Financial Statement 
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Section 3 

Objective of section 2 :- To create & maintain below given Production Activities:- 

• Create initial inventory balances  

• Create planned orders  

• Convert planned orders 

• Issue materials  

• Confirm production 

• Receive the goods into inventory 

• Review accounting information 

Business Process Overview: - GBI uses the production process to manufacture 

goods to place into inventory and to fill customer orders received from the 

fulfillment process.  

 The objective of the second phase is to understand the Understand and perform 

a manufacturing process cycle in SAP. The production process involves 

completing activities pertaining to different departments within the GBI Company, 

e.g. production supervisor, shop floor worker and plant manager. Overall tasks 

are in the Materials Management (MM) and the Production Planning and 

Execution (PP) departments. Here start the production order by creating the 

materials and the creation of Bill of materials and Routing for the order.  
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In the last steps the completeness of the production is confirmed, produced 

goods are received in the storage location and costs assigned to the production 

order are reviewed.  

 

 

Figure 40 

In this step, we will be creating (copying) our version of all the raw, semi-finished, 

and finished materials necessary to produce the Deluxe Touring Bike (black): 
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In the “Create Raw Material (Initial Screen)” screen, user should enter material 

information and select industry sector information. In the “Select View(s)” window 

highlight the following options: 

 

Figure 41 

Through each tab, fill out the Plant and storage location information. The 

purchasing group and average moving price are entered in the Purchasing and 

Accounting 1 tabs. ON entering all information data is saved to complete the 

material creation process. 

Semi-finished products are similarly added the required information for creating 

semi-finished product is In-house production time and plant information. 

3.1 Create (copy) Materials 
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Following which finished products are created. Following Information is entered 

Sales tab: - delivery plant information,  tax classification information based on 

location; MRP2 tab:- in-house production time for the finished product. 

In the Work Scheduling tab, enter DL Production Scheduler as Production 

Supervisor. 

 

Figure 42 

The moving price is entered in Accounting 1 Tab to and clicks Save to complete 

creation of finished goods.  
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In this step we will look at the inventory balance of the Touring Frame (black) at 

the Dallas plant. In the “Stock Overview: Company Code/Plant/Storage 

Location/Batch” screen, enter details as shown below. 

 

Figure 43 

 

Figure 44 

3.2 View Inventory Balance (single material) 
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In this step we will view the inventory of all our materials maintained in the Dallas 

plant by accessing the warehouse stock. In the “Display Warehouse Stock of 

Material” screen, shows materials maintained in a specific plant. Click on 

Execute to complete. 

 

Figure 45 

 

 

 

 

3.3 Review Material Inventory (multiple materials) 
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In this step we will look at the stock/requirements list for the Touring Aluminum 

Wheel Assembly. In the “Stock/Requirements List: Initial Screen” screen, under 

the “Individual” tab, enter the material and plant information: Press Enter to 

view stock information. 

 

Figure 46 

 

 

3.4 Display Stock/Requirements List 
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In this step, we will first copy a BOM for finished product, and then create (not 

copy) a BOM for the Carbon Composite Wheel Assembly. 

In the “Create material BOM: Initial Screen” screen, enter details as shown 

below. 

 

 

Figure 47 

 

Click on the COPY FROM icon. In the “Copy from…” pop-up window, enter 

material and plant details to copy from. Press Enter & Save. Now we will create 

the BOM for our Touring Aluminum Wheel Assembly, as shown below. 

 

3.5 Create and Copy Bill of Material 
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Figure 48 

 

View the newly created BOM for this assembly in the “Explode BOM: Multi-

level BOM: Initial Screen”, enter Material and plan information. 
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Figure 49 

 

Figure 50 
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In this step we will look copy standard product routing for DXTR1025. Under 

Create routing select Routing type and click enter. In the create using copy dialog 

enter copy from material and plant information. 

 

 

Figure 51 

3.6 Create (copy) Product Routing 
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Figure 52 

 

 
Figure 53 

Press SAVE to save routing information. 
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In this step we will determine how many of the materials needed to make 5 

Deluxe Touring Bikes are in inventory. We will then acquire the needed 

materials. Normally, the material planning process would create purchase 

requisitions for the necessary raw materials. We would then execute the 

procurement process and obtain these materials.  For this exercise, we will take 

a shortcut and create “inventory from heaven” using a special movement type 

(561). We would normally not use this method of acquiring inventory. 

 

 

Figure 54 

On top of the screen select: Movement Type  Receipt  Init.Stck Entry (Own) 

 To Unrestricted to view below dialog. 

3.7 Create Initial Inventory Balances 
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Figure 55 

 
Figure 56  

Goods recipt document posted information can see on the status bar. View the 

Added item in the Warehouse by entering Plant information. 
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To manufacture the  5 bikes we need 10 Touring Aluminum Wheel Assemblies 

(TRWA1025, in this case).  Therefore we must produce the wheel assemblies 

before we produce the bikes. 

 

A planned order is created in the create screen enter following information. 

 

 

Figure 57 

  
Press Saveto complete stock order. 

3.8 Create Planned Order 
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In this step, we will convert the planned order into a production order. That is, we 

will authorize the production of the Touring Aluminum Wheel Assembly.  Planned 

order is converted to production order from the stock requirements list. 

 

 
Figure 58 

 
 

 
Figure 59 

 
 

3.9 Convert Planned Order 
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Figure 60 

On Saving, We are back in the “Stock/Requirements List” screen. On refreshing 

the data we will notice that the “MRP element” column has changed from PldOrd 

to PrdOrd. 
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In the previous step, we authorized production of the wheel assemblies.  In this 

step we will release (issue) the materials needed to produce the wheel 

assemblies. 

 

Figure 61 

 
Figure 62 

3.10 Issue Materials to Production Order  
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Figure 63 

 
Press Save to view ocnfirmation of document posted for "Goods Issue". 
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After the materials have been released to the production order (previous step), 

the actual production takes place.  When the production has been completed, it 

is necessary to inform the system of this fact.  In this step we will confirm the 

production of wheel assemblies. 

 

 

Figure 64 

User will be able to see Confirmation for order saved. 

3.11 Confirm Production  
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In this step we will receive (record) the material produced into inventory and post 

ehd coument for goods receipt. 

 
 

 
Figure 65 

 

3.12 Receive Goods into Inventory  
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In this step, we will review the production costs associated with the production 

we completed in a prior step. 

 

Figure 66 

 
Figure 67 

3.13 View Production Order Costs  
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In this step, we will produce our Black Deluxe Touring Bike by using our raw 

materials we have created in previous steps and our Touring Aluminum Wheel 

Assembly we produced earlier. 

 

Once the Goods issue is reviewed the document will be posted on save. 

3.14 Create Finished Goods 
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Figure 68 

 

Figure 69 
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Section 4 
Objective of section 4 :- To create & maintain below given Activities:- 

• Do material planning and SOP (Sales and Operation plan) 
• Create Material Masters 
• Create Product Groups 
• Create Vendor Master 
• View Hierarchy Graphic 
• Display Stock Requirements List 
• Creation of SOP plan 
• Disaggregate down to the material level 
• Complete MRP runs 

 

Business Process Overview: - GBI utilizes the material planning process to 

develop forecasts and to create sales plans. After successfully implementing 

materials planning, GBI can automate its planning through an MRP run which will 

automatically create Purchase Requisitions and Planned Orders for production. 

The objective of the fifth phase is to understand the Understand and perform a 

manufacturing process cycle in SAP. Process a complete manufacturing process 

we will take on different roles within the GBI company, e.g. production 

supervisor, shop floor worker and plant manager.  

 

Overall, we will be working in the Materials Management (MM) and the 

Production Planning and Execution (PP) departments. To start forecasting 

demand for black touring bike product group changes in the material master 

record of the bikes as well as historical consumption values of the products need 

to be maintained. In the following step we will create a 3-month sales and 

operations plan (SOP) for the product group, receive the production relevant 
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goods from the storage location and issue goods to the production order. In the 

last steps the completeness of the production is confirmed, produced goods are 

received in the storage location and costs assigned to the production order are 

reviewed. 

 

 

Figure 70 
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Following Materials are created: Raw material (black touring frame) and Finished 

good (professional black touring bike).  

 
Figure 71: Create confirmation Silver Touring Frame 

 

Figure 72: Create Material deluxe touring (black) 

4.1 Create material masters 
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Figure 73: Create material - Deluxe touring Bike (Silver) 
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Bill of Material is created for the finished product - Deluxe Touring Bike (black 

and silver). 

 

4.2 Create bill of material 
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Figure 74: Create BOM for Deluxe touring bike silver 

 
Figure 75: Create BOM: General Item Screen -  for Deluxe touring bike black 

 
 

 
Figure 76: Confirmation Message for BOM for Deluxe touring bike silver 
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In this step the components are allocated to the individual operations. This is a 

progressive process where each operation builds off the materials that entered 

production in the previous operations. 

 

 
Figure 77: Create Routing for Deluxe touring bike black 

4.3 Create Product routing 
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Figure 78: Routing Overview - Deluxe touring bike black 
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Figure 79: Create Routing for Deluxe touring bike silver 
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Figure 80: Routing Overview - Deluxe touring bike silver 

 

 
Figure 81: Routing created confirmation - Deluxe touring bike silver 
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Create Material vendors for inventory to whom the purchase orders are issued 

while performing the planned order to production order operations. Below 

screens show that the vendors for Space Bike composites and Sun Seats n bars 

already exist in the SAP database for US18. 

 

 
Figure 82 

 

 
Figure 83 

4.4 Create Vendor Master 
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Below created are the bicycles product groups of two types at each of its levels.  

The Off road Bike and Touring Bike. Touring bike further consists of Deluxe 

touring and professional touring bike groups. A product group (product family) 

supports high-level planning. This way, it is not necessary to delve into the 

minutia of creating planning forecasts for every material in the company. 

 

 
Figure 84: Create Product Bike Group 

4.5 Create Product Groups 
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Figure 85: Adding Sub Product groups Off-Road bike and Touring Bike. 

 
Figure 86: Create Product Group: Maintain Product group touring 
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Figure 87: Adding Sub hierarchy to Professional Touring bike group 

 
Figure 88: Create Product Group: Maintain Product group - Deluxe touring 

 
Figure 89: Create Product Group: Maintain Product group - Off-Road Bikes 
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4.6 View Hierarchy graphics for product groups 
 
 
The below snapshot show the hierarchy graphic, the multi-level product groups 

and its material “members” that we have just created.  GBI has two product 

divisions: accessories and bicycles.  We are now viewing the bicycles product 

division as multi-level product group with appropriate planning proportions. 
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In this step we go into the Stock/Requirements list to view the requirements for 

the Product Group bikes we just created. 

 
Figure 90: Stock requirements: Material List - Product Bike 

 
Figure 91: Stock Requirement shows the planned orders 

4.7 View/ Display stock requirements list 
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A sales and operations plan (SOP) is a planning tool used to consolidate data for 

forecasting future sales and production levels as well as the methods needed to 

meet those requirements. In this task, our SOP will be based on historical 

consumption. 

 
Figure 92: Change Plan Screen 

 
Figure 93: Update the Plan with sales forecast 

4.8 Create sales operation plan 
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In this step we disaggregate the production plan we created in SOP down to the 

material level.  

 

Figure 94: Disaggregate Plan for Product Bikes to Touring and Off-Road group 

The Disaggregation is executed for all the product bikes groups added to the 

plan n the previous step. 

4.9 Disaggregate SOP plans down to material level 
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Figure 95: Disaggregate Plan for Product Bikes to Touring and Off-Road group 

 
Figure 96: Disaggregate Plan Complete -for Product Bikes to Touring and Off-Road group 
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Demand Management is the tool used to disaggregate planning data from high-

level plans down to the detailed planning level. For this task, planning for the 

Deluxe Touring Product Group will be broken down into the individual 

components that belong to this group. 

 
Figure 97: Transfer Plan data to Demand planning 

 
Figure 98: Requirement Available warning messages 

4.10 Create purchase requisitions 
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The MRP runs. GBI wants to carry out planning for all materials that have 

undergone a change relevant to the SOP disaggregation. Result of MRP will be 

planned orders will be created that are later converted to production orders. 

Single Item MRP planning is completed by entering product group and plan 

information. 

 

Figure 99: Single Item Planning - Product Bike Group 

11.  Complete MRP Runs 
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The stocks requirements - purchase requisitions are converted to purchase 

order. 

 
Figure 100: Purchase requisitions for Deluxe touring bike 

 

4.11 Stock Requirement List - Create Purchase order 
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Figure 101: Convert Purchase requisition to Purchase order 

 
Figure 102: Release carried out confirmation 
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In this Step we list the Stock/Requirements to view the planned materials, create 

purchase requisitions and production orders for the planned orders, and convert 

those purchase requisitions into a single purchase order. 

 

 
Figure 103: Convert planned order to production order 

Once all the inventory is added to the inventory purchase is carried out. On 

completion of the purchase order the planned order is viewable as Production 

order. 

12. Create purchase orders 
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Figure 104: Completion of purchase order for Touring frame black 

 
Figure 105: Production order for Deluxe touring bike 
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Introduction 

The purpose of this Document is to outline the requirements, design 

specifications and Software implementation and software plan for the Office of 

Planning and Assessment’s (OPA) web based survey, Outreach and 

Engagement Instrument (OEI).  The OEI will track scholarly outreach and 

engagement projects/activities which will benefit the university and is directly tied 

to the Strategic Plan (i.e. Strategic Priority 4 – Outreach and Engagement of the 

Texas Tech University (TTU)).  The survey instrument was originally adopted 

from the Outreach and Engagement Measurement Instrument (OEMI) online 

survey, which was developed by Michigan State University in 2003 to increase 

public understanding of its university’s outreach and engagement efforts.  The 

redesigned online survey tool will enable TTU faculty and staff to add new 

projects, and copy projects using existing project data to create new projects, 

relating to outreach and engagement efforts. 

Client Problem Domain Model 
The Office of Planning and Assessment partners with the Office of Outreach and 

Engagement to assess levels of outreach and engagement across the campus 

for strategic planning purposes (Priority 4). The measurement of outreach and 

engagement varies significantly for various participants. For many, it is 

educational volunteering. For others, it is scholarly writing or grant funded 

projects related to community engagement. Capturing all that this entails has 
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historically been a challenge for OPA. Previously, OPA has used a simple 

Qualtrics survey sent to all Texas Tech faculty and staff. This has caused 

numerous problems. To overcome these problems OPA was tasked with coming 

up with a significant improvement to the process by building a web based survey 

supported by a database backend.  

Functional Requirements 

The required scope of this project is to create web-based forms that will allow 

TTU faculty and staff to perform the following functions relating to their outreach 

and engagement efforts: 

1. Add new project/activity 

• The feature would allow user to enter a new project details while 

allowing navigating from Survey page 1 through page 4. 

• The user will not be allowed to go back once navigation is made 

to a progressive survey page. 

• All Survey data shall be inserted into relevant data tables in the 

backend. 

 

2. Copy Existing project/activity 

• The user will be allowed to create a new survey with data 

populated from a previously existing survey entered for project 

in the database. 
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• The data fields will be loaded with the data retrieved from the 

data tables but will be saved only once survey is submitted by 

user. 

3. Return to project/activity in progress 

• This functionality would enable users to leave a survey 

incomplete and come back anytime later to complete the survey 

completely. 

4. Login Authentication 

User access control will be provided based on Texas tech eraider login 

validation. 

 

In addition, functionality will be implemented to generate a report that OPA staff 

can use to create the OEI Administration report (see 

http://www.depts.ttu.edu/opa/oem.php for samples of current and past reports). 

 

Optional requirements include the following functionality: 

Send an email to faculty/staff that are entered as contributor on a project(s).  

Access control (i.e. giving users different privileges on what data they are 

allowed to add and update). 

 

 

http://www.depts.ttu.edu/opa/oem.php
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Design Approach 

According to the requirements, the application was required to be web-based 

survey tool. The application shall have access control based on the eraider user 

access. The aspx pages will be designed in visual studio 2010 and testing will be 

conducted to verify deployment of aspx pages on SharePoint. The data backend 

tables are designed din MS-SQL 2008 r2.  

Proposed design constraint was to design the database that could be used to 

generate dashboards, provide live feedback, and inform project partners on 

updates. The survey will be created in asp.net as a web application with  Texas 

tech eraider authentication. 

Data Storage Design / ER- Diagram 

The database backend was designed using SQL Server 2008 - R2. The tables 

are designed primarily based on the future reporting purposes that this inventory 

will facilitate. This will allow future reporting of outreach and engagement project 

based on Engagement, Domain, Concerns, partners, Funding Sources and 

Regional information. All the table use IDENTITY type primary keys to enable 

auto increment and duplication of project data. In addition the project also uses 

the eraider-DB to validate and manage login and user information.  
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Following stored Procedures were created to handle data insertions used while 

designing forms. Views shall be created to enable data viewing for analysis and 

reporting purposes. 

Refer to Appendix A to view code for implemented stored procedures. 

Additional Requirements 

• One project can have multiple survey IDs. 

• Faculty/Staff can only see the projects they have been assigned to. 

• A USER can have many projects 

• A PROJECT can have many partners. 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) Design 

The web pages were primarily designed using Microsoft expression Web and 

Visual Studio 2010 was used to implement the page functionalities in ASP.net. 

Following screen shots show the various page views. 

Homepage for OEI:- 

The homepage is primarily designed using Omni update a website maintenance 

tool used by Texas tech university. 
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Figure 106: Homepage for OEI 
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Figure 107: OEI Inventory page 
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Figure 108: Add New Project- Survey Page 1 

(http://www.depts.ttu.edu/opa/oeisurvey/default.aspx) 
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Figure 109:Add New Project- Survey Page 2 

http://www.depts.ttu.edu/opa/oeisurvey/survey_page2.aspx 
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Figure 110: Add New Project- Survey Page 

3(http://www.depts.ttu.edu/opa/oeisurvey/survey_page2.aspx) 
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Figure 111: Add New Project- Survey Page 4 

(http://www.depts.ttu.edu/opa/oeisurvey/survey_page4.aspx) 
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Figure 112: Survey completion Confirmation Page 

Appendix B contains implementation code for the code behind files for each of 

the web aspx pages specified above. 

Data Reports and dashboards 

Once the deadline has been reached for data to be entered in the survey, a 

report will be generated with the data to be used to create the OEMI 

Administration report (see http://www.depts.ttu.edu/opa/oem.php for current and 

past reports). 

The reports will be developed by using Business data connectivity and 

SSRS(SQL Server Reporting Services) features available in SharePoint. 

 

http://www.depts.ttu.edu/opa/oem.phpf
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Testing 

• Functional and Database Testing 

This will involve testing the database for select, update, delete operations. 

Functional testing will test for inconsistencies in survey data insertions. 

• System Testing 

System will be tested at the end of every stage to verify if phase goals are 

achieved. 

• Load Testing 

System will be tested for upto access load of simultaneous access up to 50 

users. 

Deployment  

The deployment was completed on .Net Framework 2.0. A Web Application 

oeisurvey was created on the IIS web server. The web location was linked to file 

system location on the network location for enabling file system based 

deployment . Any version updates can be directly deployed to the file system 

using file system deployment option in visual studio. 
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Software Implementation Plan 

The software Implementation is planned out to be completed in three phases. 

First phase: The goal is to implement a functional survey form which will allow 

user to enter project data and enable data to be saved in to the data base tables. 

Login authentication will be implemented using eraider to enable access control. 

 

Second phase: Several improvements will be made to the user interface controls 

and provide an incomplete survey functionality which will enable users to save 

and incomplete survey to come back and edit the survey at a later date. 

 

Third phase: The implementation focus will be to add functionality to create new 

project using past projects. 
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Appendix 

A:    Database Stored Procedures 
 
/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_InserFromPage1ToProject]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_InserFromPage1ToProject] 
@Proj_ID int out  , 
@REPORT_YEAR int,  
@TITLE varchar(50),  
@DESCRIPTION varchar(max),  
@STATUS varchar(255),  
@INITITATIVE varchar(255),  
@RESULT varchar(max),  
@PROJ_START_DATE datetime 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 DECLARE @tempDate DATETIME; 
 --Get the system date. 
 SELECT @tempDate = GETDATE(); 
   
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO [PROJECT] ([REPORT_YEAR], [TITLE], [DESCRIPTION], 
[STATUS], [INITITATIVE], [RESULT], [PROJ_START_DATE],[PROJ_DTS])  
  VALUES  
   (@REPORT_YEAR, @TITLE, @DESCRIPTION, @STATUS, 
@INITITATIVE, @RESULT, @PROJ_START_DATE,@tempDate); 
 
 -- 
 select @Proj_ID = MAX(Proj_ID) from [PROJECT] WHERE [PROJ_DTS] = 
@tempDate; 
  
END 
GO 
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/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_insertIntoEngagement]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_insertIntoEngagement] 
@PROJ_ID bigint,  
@TYPE_NAME varchar(255) 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO [ENGAGEMENT] ([PROJ_ID], [TYPE_NAME])  
  VALUES  
   (@PROJ_ID, @TYPE_NAME); 
 
END 
GO 
 
 
 
/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_insertIntoDomain]    Script 
Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_insertIntoDomain] 
@PROJ_ID bigint,  
@DOMAIN_NAME varchar(255) 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO [DOMAIN] ([PROJ_ID], [DOMAIN_NAME])  
  VALUES  
   (@PROJ_ID, @DOMAIN_NAME); 
 
END 
GO 
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/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_insertIntoConcern]    Script 
Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_insertIntoConcern] 
@PROJ_ID bigint,  
@CONCERN varchar(255) 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO [CONCERN] ([PROJ_ID], [CONCERN])  
  VALUES  
   (@PROJ_ID, @CONCERN); 
 
END 
GO 
 
 
/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_insertIntoIntellectualProp]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_insertIntoIntellectualProp] 
@PROJ_ID bigint,  
@PROPERTY_NAME varchar(255) 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO INTELLECTUAL_PROP ([PROJ_ID], [PROPERTY_NAME])  
  VALUES  
   (@PROJ_ID, @PROPERTY_NAME); 
 
END 
GO 
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/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_UpdateFromPage3ToProject]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_UpdateFromPage3ToProject] 
 
@Proj_ID int, 
@TOTAL_FUND float,  
@NUM_TTU_STUDENTS int,  
@NUM_TTU_FACULTY int, 
@NUM_TTU_STAFF int, 
@NUM_OTHER_INST int, 
@NUM_COMM_COLL int, 
@NUM_K12 int, 
@NUM_PRIVATE int,  
@NUM_GOV int, 
@NUM_GENPUB int 
 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
   
 --Update the record in the database. 
 UPDATE [PROJECT] 
  SET [TOTAL_FUND] = @TOTAL_FUND,  
   [NUM_TTU_STUDENTS] = @NUM_TTU_STUDENTS,  
   [NUM_TTU_FACULTY] = @NUM_TTU_FACULTY,  
   [NUM_TTU_STAFF] = @NUM_TTU_STAFF,  
   [NUM_OTHER_INST]= @NUM_OTHER_INST, 
   [NUM_COMM_COLL] = @NUM_COMM_COLL,  
   [NUM_K12] = @NUM_K12,  
   [NUM_PRIVATE] = @NUM_PRIVATE,  
   [NUM_GOV] = @NUM_GOV,  
   [NUM_GENPUB] =@NUM_GENPUB  
  WHERE  [PROJ_ID] = @Proj_ID; 
 
END 
GO 
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/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_insertIntoFundingSource]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_insertIntoFundingSource] 
@PROJ_ID bigint,  
@SOURCE_NAME varchar(255) 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO [FUNDING_SOURCE] ([PROJ_ID], [SOURCE_NAME])  
  VALUES  
   (@PROJ_ID, @SOURCE_NAME); 
 
END 
GO 
 
 
 
/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_insertIntoPartner]    Script 
Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_insertIntoPartner] 
@PROJ_ID bigint,  
@PARTNER_NAME varchar(255), 
@IS_TTU_PARTNER bit 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO [PARTNER] ([PROJ_ID], [PARTNER_NAME], 
[IS_TTU_PARTNER])  
  VALUES  
   (@PROJ_ID, @PARTNER_NAME, @IS_TTU_PARTNER); 
 
END 
GO 
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/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_insertFromPage3ToState]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_insertFromPage3ToState] 
@PROJ_ID bigint,  
@STATE_NAME varchar(255) 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO [STATE] ([PROJ_ID],[STATE_NAME])  
  VALUES  
   (@PROJ_ID, @STATE_NAME); 
 
END 
GO 
 
 
 
 
 
/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_insertFromPage3ToRegion]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_insertFromPage3ToRegion] 
@PROJ_ID  bigint,  
@COUNTY_NAME varchar(255) 
 
 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO [PROJ_REGION] ([PROJ_ID],[COUNTY])  
  VALUES  
   (@PROJ_ID, @COUNTY_NAME); 
 
END 
GO 
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/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_insertFromPage3ToCountry]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_insertFromPage3ToCountry] 
@PROJ_ID bigint,  
@COUNTRY_NAME varchar(255) 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO [COUNTRY] ([PROJ_ID],[COUNTRY_NAME])  
  VALUES  
   (@PROJ_ID, @COUNTRY_NAME); 
 
END 
GO  

 
 
/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_UpdateFromPage4ToProject]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:53 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_UpdateFromPage4ToProject] 
 
@Proj_ID int, 
@ROLE   varchar(50),  
@FACULTY_HOURS int ,  
@STAFF_HOURS int 
 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
  --Update the record in the database. 
 UPDATE [PROJECT] 
  SET [ROLE] = @ROLE,  
   [FACULTY_HOURS] = @FACULTY_HOURS,  
   [STAFF_HOURS] = @STAFF_HOURS 
  WHERE  [PROJ_ID] = @Proj_ID; 
END 
GO       
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/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_InsertFromPage4ToFaculty]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:54 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_InsertFromPage4ToFaculty] 
@PROJ_ID bigint,  
@NAME varchar(255) 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
 --Insert the record in the database. 
 INSERT INTO [FACULTY] ([PROJ_ID],[NAME])  
  VALUES  
   (@PROJ_ID, @NAME); 
 
END 
GO 
 
 
 
/****** Object:  StoredProcedure [dbo].[sp_UpdateFromPage4ToSurvey]    
Script Date: 10/23/2013 16:58:53 ******/ 
SET ANSI_NULLS ON 
GO 
SET QUOTED_IDENTIFIER ON 
GO 
CREATE PROCEDURE [dbo].[sp_UpdateFromPage4ToSurvey] 
 
@Proj_ID  int, 
@SURVEY_STAT bit, 
@LOAD_DM  bit 
 
AS 
BEGIN 
 -- SET NOCOUNT ON added to prevent extra result sets from 
 -- interfering with SELECT statements. 
 SET NOCOUNT ON; 
  
  --Update the record in the database. 
 --UPDATE [SURVEY] 
 -- SET [SURVEY_STATUS] = @SURVEY_STATUS 
 -- WHERE  [PROJ_ID] = @Proj_ID; 
 INSERT INTO [SURVEY] (PROJ_ID, SURVEY_STATUS, LOAD_DM) 
  VALUES (@Proj_ID, @SURVEY_STAT, @LOAD_DM); 
  
END 
GO 
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B:    Code Behind Files. 
 
Default.aspx.cs 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Web; 
using System.Web.UI; 
using System.Web.UI.WebControls; 
using System.Data.SqlClient; 
using System.Data; 
using System.Configuration; 
 
namespace WebApplication2 
{ 
    public partial class _Default : System.Web.UI.Page 
    { 
        //String titlename; 
        //int projid; 
        //int year; 
        //string[] Engtype; 
        protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 
        { 
            DateTime today = DateTime.Today; 
            Calendar1.TodaysDate = today; 
            Calendar1.SelectedDate = Calendar1.TodaysDate; 
 
        } 
 
        protected void btn_save_page1_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
            string connStr = ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings["conn"].ToString(); 
 
            SqlConnection sqlConnection = new SqlConnection(connStr); 
 
            try 
            { 
                int projid = 0; 
 
                sqlConnection.Open(); 
 
                SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_InserFromPage1ToProject]", sqlConnection); 
                cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
                SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@Proj_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                param1.Value = projid; 
                param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Output; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
                SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@REPORT_YEAR", SqlDbType.Int); 
                param2.Value = Convert.ToInt32(drp_reportyear.SelectedValue.ToString()); 
                param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
                SqlParameter param3 = new SqlParameter("@TITLE", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                param3.Value = txtprjtitle.Text.ToString(); 
                param3.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(param3); 
                SqlParameter param4 = new SqlParameter("@DESCRIPTION", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                param4.Value = txt_desc.Text.ToString(); 
                param4.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(param4); 
                SqlParameter param5 = new SqlParameter("@STATUS", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                param5.Value = drp_status.SelectedValue.ToString(); 
                param5.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(param5); 
                SqlParameter param6 = new SqlParameter("@INITITATIVE", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                param6.Value = drp_projactivity.SelectedValue.ToString(); 
                param6.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(param6); 
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                SqlParameter param7 = new SqlParameter("@RESULT", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                param7.Value = RESULTTextBox.Text.ToString(); 
                param7.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(param7); 
                SqlParameter param8 = new SqlParameter("@PROJ_START_DATE", SqlDbType.DateTime); 
                param8.Value = Convert.ToDateTime(Calendar1.SelectedDate.Date); 
                param8.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                cmd.Parameters.Add(param8); 
 
                cmd.ExecuteScalar(); 
                projid = Convert.ToInt32(cmd.Parameters["@Proj_ID"].Value); 
                Session["projid"] = projid; 
 
 
 
            } 
            catch (SqlException exceptionObject) 
            { 
 
                Response.Write("<script>alert('login unsuccessful');</script>" + 
exceptionObject.Message); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                sqlConnection.Close(); 
            } 
 
        } 
 
 
        protected void btn_prev_page1_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
 
        } 
 
 
        protected void btn_next_page1_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
            Response.Redirect("survey_page2.aspx"); 
        } 
 
    } 
} 

 
 

 

survey_page2.aspx.cs 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Web; 
using System.Web.UI; 
using System.Web.UI.WebControls; 
using System.Data.SqlClient; 
using System.Data; 
using System.Configuration; 
 
namespace WebApplication2 
{ 
    public partial class survey_page2 : System.Web.UI.Page 
    { 
        protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 
        { 
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            if (Session["projid"] != null) 
                Response.Write(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
        } 
 
        protected void btn_save_page2_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
            string connStr = ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings["conn"].ToString(); 
 
            SqlConnection sqlConnection = new SqlConnection(connStr); 
 
            try 
            { 
                sqlConnection.Open(); 
 
 
                // Adding to Engagement table 
                foreach (ListItem Engagement_item in cbListEngagement.Items) 
                { 
                    if (Engagement_item.Selected) 
                    { 
 
                      SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_insertIntoEngagement]", sqlConnection); 
                        cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                        SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@PROJ_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                        param1.Value = Convert.ToInt64(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                        param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
 
                        SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@TYPE_NAME", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                         
                        if(Engagement_item.Value == "other") 
                            param2.Value = "Other:" + tbOtherEngagement.Text.ToString(); 
                        else 
                            param2.Value = Engagement_item.Text.ToString(); 
 
                        param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
                        cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        // Item is not selected, do something else. 
                    } 
                } 
               
                // Adding to Concern table 
                foreach (ListItem Concern_item in cbListConcern.Items) 
                { 
                    if (Concern_item.Selected) 
                    { 
 
                        SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_insertIntoConcern]", sqlConnection); 
                        cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                        SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@PROJ_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                        param1.Value = Convert.ToInt64(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                        param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
 
                        SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@CONCERN", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
 
                        if (Concern_item.Value == "other") 
                            param2.Value = "Other:" + tbOtherConcern.Text.ToString(); 
                        else 
                            param2.Value = Concern_item.Text.ToString(); 
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                        param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
                        cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        // Item is not selected, do something else. 
                    } 
                } 
 
                // Adding to Domain table 
                foreach (ListItem Domaint_item in cbListDomain.Items) 
                { 
                    if (Domaint_item.Selected) 
                    { 
 
                        SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_insertIntoDomain]", sqlConnection); 
                        cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                        SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@PROJ_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                        param1.Value = Convert.ToInt64(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                        param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
 
                        SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@DOMAIN_NAME", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
 
                        if (Domaint_item.Value == "other") 
                            param2.Value = "Other:" + tbOtherDomain.Text.ToString(); 
                        else 
                            param2.Value = Domaint_item.Text.ToString(); 
 
                        param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
                        cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        // Item is not selected, do something else. 
                    } 
                } 
 
            } 
            catch (SqlException exceptionObject) 
            { 
                Response.Write("<script>alert('Database Insert Unsuccessful');</script>" + 
exceptionObject.Message); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                sqlConnection.Close(); 
            } 
            Response.Write("<script>alert('Data Insert Successful Click Next to proceed to Page-
2');</script>"); 
        } 
 
        protected void btn_next_page2_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
            Response.Redirect("survey_page3.aspx"); 
        } 
    } 
} 

 
survey_page3.aspx.cs 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Web; 
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using System.Web.UI; 
using System.Web.UI.WebControls; 
using System.Collections; 
using System.Data.SqlClient; 
using System.Data; 
using System.Configuration; 
 
namespace WebApplication2 
{ 
    public partial class survey_page3 : System.Web.UI.Page 
    { 
 
        protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 
        { 
            //Session["projid"] = 4; 
            //HFTTU.Value = String.Empty; 
            //HFNTTU.Value = String.Empty; 
        } 
 
        protected void btn_save_page3_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
 
            string connStr = ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings["conn"].ToString(); 
 
            SqlConnection sqlConnection = new SqlConnection(connStr); 
 
            try 
            { 
                sqlConnection.Open(); 
 
                // Insert into project table 
                { 
                    SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_UpdateFromPage3ToProject]", 
sqlConnection); 
                    cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                    SqlParameter param9 = new SqlParameter("@TOTAL_FUND", SqlDbType.Money); 
                    param9.Value = TOTAL_FUNDTextBox1.Text.ToString(); 
                    param9.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param9); 
 
                    SqlParameter param10 = new SqlParameter("@NUM_TTU_STUDENTS", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param10.Value = NUM_TTU_STUDENTSTextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param10.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param10); 
 
                    SqlParameter param11 = new SqlParameter("@NUM_TTU_FACULTY", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param11.Value = NUM_TTU_FACULTYTextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param11.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param11); 
 
                    SqlParameter param12 = new SqlParameter("@NUM_TTU_STAFF", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param12.Value = NUM_TTU_STAFFTextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param12.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param12); 
 
                    SqlParameter param13 = new SqlParameter("@NUM_OTHER_INST", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param13.Value = NUM_OTHER_INSTTextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param13.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param13); 
 
                    SqlParameter param14 = new SqlParameter("@NUM_COMM_COLL", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param14.Value = NUM_COMM_COLLTextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param14.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param14); 
 
                    SqlParameter param15 = new SqlParameter("@NUM_K12", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param15.Value = NUM_K12TextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param15.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
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                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param15); 
 
                    SqlParameter param16 = new SqlParameter("@NUM_PRIVATE", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param16.Value = NUM_PRIVATETextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param16.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param16); 
 
                    SqlParameter param17 = new SqlParameter("@NUM_GOV", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param17.Value = NUM_GOVTextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param17.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param17); 
 
                    SqlParameter param18 = new SqlParameter("@NUM_GENPUB", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param18.Value = NUM_GENPUBTextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param18.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param18); 
 
                    SqlParameter param19 = new SqlParameter("@Proj_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param19.Value = Convert.ToInt64(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                    param19.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    cmd.Parameters.Add(param19); 
 
                    cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                } 
 
 
                // Insert into funding source 
                foreach (ListItem Funding_item in cbXternalFunding.Items) 
                { 
                    if (Funding_item.Selected) 
                    { 
 
                        SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_insertIntoFundingSource]", 
sqlConnection); 
                        cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                        SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@PROJ_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                        param1.Value = Convert.ToInt64(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                        param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
 
                        SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@SOURCE_NAME", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
 
                        if (Funding_item.Value == "other") 
                            param2.Value = "Other:" + tbOtherXternalFunding.Text.ToString(); 
                        else 
                            param2.Value = Funding_item.Text.ToString(); 
 
                        param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
                        cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        // Item is not selected, do something else. 
                    } 
                } 
 
                // Insert into NTTU PARTNERS Table Start >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
                { 
                    string[] selected = HFNTTU.Value.TrimEnd(',').Split(','); 
 
                    foreach (string word in selected) 
                    { 
                        SqlCommand FacultyCmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_insertIntoPartner]", 
sqlConnection); 
                        FacultyCmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
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                        SqlParameter param0 = new SqlParameter("@Proj_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                        if (Session["projid"] != null) 
                            param0.Value = Convert.ToInt32(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                        param0.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        FacultyCmd.Parameters.Add(param0); 
 
                        SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@PARTNER_NAME", 
SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                        param1.Value = word.ToString(); 
                        param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        FacultyCmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
 
                        SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@IS_TTU_PARTNER", SqlDbType.Bit); 
                        param2.Value = false; 
                        param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        FacultyCmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
                        FacultyCmd.ExecuteScalar(); 
                    } 
 
                } 
                // Insert into NTTU PARTNERS Table End <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
                // Insert into TTU PARTNERS Table Start >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
                { 
                    string[] selected = HFTTU.Value.TrimEnd(',').Split(','); 
 
                    foreach (string word in selected) 
                    { 
                        SqlCommand FacultyCmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_insertIntoPartner]", 
sqlConnection); 
                        FacultyCmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                        SqlParameter param0 = new SqlParameter("@Proj_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                        if (Session["projid"] != null) 
                            param0.Value = Convert.ToInt32(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                        param0.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        FacultyCmd.Parameters.Add(param0); 
 
                        SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@PARTNER_NAME", 
SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                        param1.Value = word.ToString(); 
                        param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        FacultyCmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
 
                        SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@IS_TTU_PARTNER", SqlDbType.Bit); 
                        param2.Value = true ; 
                        param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        FacultyCmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
                        FacultyCmd.ExecuteScalar(); 
                    } 
 
                } 
 // Insert into TTU PARTNERS Table End <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
 // Insert into Region >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
 //String SelectedRegion = rbSpecificTexas.SelectedIndex.ToString(); 
 
                foreach (ListItem County_item in lbCounties.Items) 
                { 
                    if (County_item.Selected) 
                    { 
 
                        SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_insertFromPage3ToRegion]", 
sqlConnection); 
                        cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                        SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@PROJ_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
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                        param1.Value = Convert.ToInt64(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                        param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
 
                        SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@COUNTY_NAME", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                        param2.Value = County_item.Text.ToString(); 
                        param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
 
                   //SqlParameter param3 = new SqlParameter("@REGION_NAME", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                        //param3.Value = SelectedRegion.ToString(); 
                        //param3.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        //cmd.Parameters.Add(param3); 
 
                        cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        // Item is not selected, do something else. 
                    } 
                } 
                // Insert into Region Table End <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
                // Insert into State >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
                foreach (ListItem State_item in lbStates.Items) 
                { 
                    if (State_item.Selected) 
                    { 
 
                        SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_insertFromPage3ToState]", 
sqlConnection); 
                        cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                        SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@PROJ_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                        param1.Value = Convert.ToInt64(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                        param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
 
                        SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@STATE_NAME", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                        param2.Value = State_item.Text.ToString(); 
                        param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
                        cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        // Item is not selected, do something else. 
                    } 
                } 
                // Insert into States Table End <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
                // Insert into Country >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
                foreach (ListItem Country_item in lbCountries.Items) 
                { 
                    if (Country_item.Selected) 
                    { 
 
                        SqlCommand cmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_insertFromPage3ToCountry]", 
sqlConnection); 
                        cmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                        SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@PROJ_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                        param1.Value = Convert.ToInt64(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                        param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
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                        SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@COUNTRY_NAME", 
SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                        param2.Value = Country_item.Text.ToString(); 
                        param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        cmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
                        cmd.ExecuteNonQuery(); 
                    } 
                    else 
                    { 
                        // Item is not selected, do something else. 
                    } 
                } 
                // Insert into Country Table End <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
            } 
            catch (SqlException exceptionObject) 
            { 
                ClientScript.RegisterStartupScript(this.GetType(), "myalert", "alert('Error Saving 
data '" + exceptionObject.Message + "  );", true);            } 
            finally 
            { 
                sqlConnection.Close(); 
                ClientScript.RegisterStartupScript(this.GetType(), "myalert", "alert('All data 
Successfully saved please Click Next to Continue ');", true); 
            } 
 
        } 
 
        protected void btn_prev_page3_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
            Response.Redirect("survey_page2.aspx"); 
        } 
 
        protected void btn_next_page3_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
            Response.Redirect("survey_page4.aspx"); 
        } 
    } 
 
 
} 
 

survey_page4.aspx.cs 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Web; 
using System.Web.UI; 
using System.Web.UI.WebControls; 
using System.Data.SqlClient; 
using System.Data; 
using System.Configuration; 
 
namespace WebApplication2 
{ 
    public partial class survey_page4 : System.Web.UI.Page 
    { 
        protected void Page_Load(object sender, EventArgs e) 
        { 
            
        } 
 
        protected void btn_save_page4_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
  
            string connStr = ConfigurationManager.ConnectionStrings["conn"].ToString(); 
 
            SqlConnection sqlConnection = new SqlConnection(connStr); 
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            try 
            { 
                sqlConnection.Open(); 
 
 
                // Update Project Table Start >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
                { 
                    SqlCommand ProjectCmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_UpdateFromPage4ToProject]", 
sqlConnection); 
                    ProjectCmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                    SqlParameter param0 = new SqlParameter("@Proj_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    if (Session["projid"] != null) 
                        param0.Value = Convert.ToInt32(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                    param0.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    ProjectCmd.Parameters.Add(param0); 
 
                    SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@ROLE", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                    param1.Value = ddRole.SelectedItem.Text.ToString(); 
                    param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    ProjectCmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
 
                    SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@FACULTY_HOURS", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param2.Value = FACULTY_HOURSTextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    ProjectCmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
                    SqlParameter param3 = new SqlParameter("@STAFF_HOURS", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    param3.Value = STAFF_HOURSTextBox0.Text.ToString(); 
                    param3.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    ProjectCmd.Parameters.Add(param3); 
 
                    ProjectCmd.ExecuteScalar(); 
                } 
                // Update Project Table End <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
 
                // Update Survey Table Start >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
                { 
                    SqlCommand SurveyCmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_UpdateFromPage4ToSurvey]", 
sqlConnection); 
                    SurveyCmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                    SqlParameter param0 = new SqlParameter("@Proj_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                    if (Session["projid"] != null) 
                        param0.Value = Convert.ToInt32(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                    param0.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    SurveyCmd.Parameters.Add(param0); 
 
                    SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@SURVEY_STAT", SqlDbType.Bit); 
                    param1.Value = true; 
                    param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    SurveyCmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
 
                    SqlParameter param2 = new SqlParameter("@SURVEY_STAT", SqlDbType.Bit); 
                    param2.Value = CheckDm.Checked; 
                    param2.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                    SurveyCmd.Parameters.Add(param2); 
 
                    SurveyCmd.ExecuteScalar(); 
                } 
                // Update Project Table End <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
 
                // Insert into Faculty Table Start >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
                { 
 
                    string[] selected = HFTTU_STAFF_FACULTY.Value.TrimEnd(',').Split(','); 
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                    foreach (string word in selected) 
                    { 
                        SqlCommand FacultyCmd = new SqlCommand("[sp_InsertFromPage4ToFaculty]", 
sqlConnection); 
                        FacultyCmd.CommandType = CommandType.StoredProcedure; 
 
                        SqlParameter param0 = new SqlParameter("@Proj_ID", SqlDbType.Int); 
                        if (Session["projid"] != null) 
                            param0.Value = Convert.ToInt32(Session["projid"].ToString()); 
                        param0.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        FacultyCmd.Parameters.Add(param0); 
 
                        SqlParameter param1 = new SqlParameter("@NAME", SqlDbType.VarChar); 
                        param1.Value = word.ToString(); 
                        param1.Direction = ParameterDirection.Input; 
                        FacultyCmd.Parameters.Add(param1); 
                        FacultyCmd.ExecuteScalar(); 
                    } 
 
 
                } 
                // Insert into Faculty Table End <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
 
            } 
            catch (SqlException exceptionObject) 
            { 
                ClientScript.RegisterStartupScript(this.GetType(), "myalert", "alert('Error Saving 
data '" + exceptionObject.Message + "  );", true); 
            } 
            finally 
            { 
                sqlConnection.Close(); 
                ClientScript.RegisterStartupScript(this.GetType(), "myalert", "alert('Thank you 
for Completing the Survey: All data was saved Successfully');", true); 
            } 
 
 
        } 
 
        protected void btn_prev_page4_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
            Response.Redirect("survey_page3.aspx"); 
        } 
 
        protected void btn_next_page4_Click(object sender, ImageClickEventArgs e) 
        { 
            Response.Redirect("Review_Page.aspx"); 
        } 
 
        protected void CheckBox1_CheckedChanged(object sender, EventArgs e) 
        { 
 
        } 
 
    } 
} 
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